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Introduction
Charlotte Grandison, later Lady G., is arguably the most entertaining character in
Samuel Richardson's final novel, Sir Charles Grandison (1753-54). In 1858, a century
after the novel's publication, William and Robert Chambers of Chambers's Journal of
Popular Literature, Science and Arts offered a description of it to their contemporary
audience, who, they argue, try to read the novel beloved by their "great-grandmothers"
but fail because of Grandison's lengthiness. The Chambers brothers argue that, despite its
length and minuteness, Richardson's last literary effort is a worthwhile read-in large
part because of Richardson's portrayal of Lady G. They write, "With all her haughtiness,
Lady G. is the most bewitching and lovable personage in the book-worth a dozen
Harriet Byrons" (9: 194-195). Richardson's contemporary audience, however, was far
from univocal in their assessment of Lady G.'s character. In a letter of 19 November
1753, Colley Cibber referred to Lady G.'s "pleasantly provoking ... toying temper"
(Barbauld 2: 179), and in an undated letter to Hester Mulso, Susanna Highmore called
Lady G.'s an "excellent vein of raillery" (Barbauld 2: 315). On the other hand, in a letter
of 9 November 1752, Anne Donnellan wrote to Richardson, "Lady G-is not indeed an
angel; ... I know I should imagine her ill-natured, and fly from such an acquaintance.
Her frequent jokes on personal defects and infirmities, I think, are the remarks of a low
mind and genius" (Barbauld 4: 76-77). Hester Mulso, too, disapproved of the character,
and on 24 September 1754, Richardson responded to her criticism of Lady G.: '"You
don't love her.' There are many more that do not; and many more that do. Well, if you
don't love her; don't" (Barbauld 3: 218). As I shall seek to demonstrate in the chapters
which follow, the range of strong opinions about Lady G. tells us something important,
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not only about a particularly polarizing character from a historically polarizing novel, but
about an emerging tension in eighteenth-century England between competing models of
appropriate femininity.
The feminine ideal of the period is what Mary Poovey, in The Proper Lady and
the Woman Writer (1984), calls the "proper lady." Though the "proper lady" was lauded

as the "natural ideal," such a woman is defined not by what she is, but by which aspects
of herself she denies: she must "display no vanity, no passion, no assertive 'self' at all"
(21). Instead, as John Sprint, a Dorsetshire clergyman, recommended in his sermon on 11
May 1699, '"A good wife should be like a Mirrour which hath no image of its own, but
receives its stamp from the face that looks into it"' (quoted in Poovey, 3). The meek and
modest exterior, then-a reflection of a man's desires-serves as the "guardian and
nemesis of the female self' (47). Because the ideal of the "proper lady" was
"prescription, not description," conduct manuals, which increased in popularity after the
1740s, were used to reinforce the stereotype (15). For example, in his popular Sermons to
Young Women (1766), James Fordyce highlights the notion of women being silent, "soft

friend[s]" to men, rather than "self-sufficient prattler[s]" (193)-or their own
independent entities. Fordyce's advice to women almost always refers to how men will
perceive them. For example, Fordyce writes, "We [men] wish to see you often smile, but
we would not have you smile always" (93). A woman who smiles, laughs, or speaks too
often draws attention to herself; such behavior, therefore, conflicts with "natural" female
modesty. Wit, especially, was "dreaded in women" (Fordyce 97), as it is a particularly
unruly form of speech. As Patricia Howell Michaelson argues in Speaking Volumes,
"[W]it nearly always involves a judgmental attitude that is at odds with the modesty
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prescribed for ... women of the period" (68). Speech that essentially reaffirms a man's
own opinions and desires is sometimes permissible, but witty speech, characterized by
spirit and intelligence, expresses a woman's own ideas. Because men supposedly desire
quiet, unobtrusive behavior in women, women should, paradoxically, consciously
cultivate a demeanor in keeping with the "natural feminine ideal" by remaining silent
most of the time.
Women who followed the rules outlined in conduct books like Fordyce's were
deemed "proper ladies"; the acerbic woman, on the other hand, eschews the stereotype by
embracing the qualities that the "proper lady" must renounce: she is witty, perhaps
cynical, and fiercely independent; frequently, she is branded as a "harpy" or a "virago."
And, Fordyce argues, she is unmarriageable: "In a word, [men] will be mightily pleased
with you as the companion for an hour. Companions for life ... they will look out for
elsewhere ....Having found them ... they will endeavour to gain them by another sort
of style and behaviour, than they used towards you" (56). The primary reason "men of
the best sense have been usually averse to the thought of marrying a witty female" is
because, Fordyce claims, "[w]e are never safe in the company of a critic; and almost
every wit is a critic by profession ... Who is not shocked by the flippant impertinence of
a self-conceited woman, that wants to dazzle by the supposed superiority of her powers?"
(97). An acerbic woman, then, is repulsive not only because she draws attention to
herself, but also because she voices an opinion of her own. Instead of passively
succumbing to the feminine ideal, the acerbic woman may even vocalize her thoughts
against it-and, in so doing, criticize patriarchy as a whole. She has her own thoughts and
her own voice-and she is therefore dangerous.
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At a glance, it may seem that Richardson's ideal was the first type of woman-the
"proper lady"-as opposed to the acerbic woman. After all, he could at times voice
remarkably conservative views about women; and, in fact, Fordyce himself, though he
disapproved of all other novels, recommended Richardson's as particularly beneficial to
female education (74). In Samuel Johnson's The Rambler on 19 February 1751,
Richardson criticized women who often visit public places, like "routes, drums, balls,
[and] assemblies," as they "are not ashamed to show their faces wherever men dare go,
nor blush to try who shall stare most impudently, or who shall laugh loudest on the
publick walks" (154; 158). Like Fordyce, Richardson argues that "[t]he companion of an
evening, and the companion for life, require very different qualifications" (158). But
Richardson's conception of virtue was more complicated than that of Fordyce-"virtue,"
it is important to note, has its roots in Latin for "power," or the "operative influence" of a
"divine being" (OED la). Indeed, Richardson's fiction reveals a mind struggling to
represent someone other than Poovey's tractable "proper lady."
In keeping with an empowering definition of virtue, on 24 December 1755,
Richardson advised Margaret Collier that women should not hide their achievements and
intellectual gifts; men who shun learned women are "[u]nworthy of such blessings" and
should "enter into contract with women, whose sense is as diminutive as their own souls"
(Barbauld 2: 82). Richardson valued female intellect; much of his personal
correspondence was with educated women, and he frequently asked for their input on his
own fiction. Unlike his friend Lady Bradshaigh, who wrote in an undated letter that
women of "great learning" are "masculine," and that she "could fancy such an one weary
of the petticoat, and talking over a bottle" (Barbauld 6: 53), Richardson did not consider
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learning to be at odds with femininity-with a telling caveat: to Lady Bradshaigh in
1751, Richardson wrote, "[G]enius, whether in men or women, should take its course; ...
as a ray of the divinity, it should not be suppressed. But I acknowledge that the great and
indispensable duties of women are of the domestic kind; and that, if a woman neglects
these, or despises them, for the sake of ... learning, she is good for nothing" (Carroll
178). Given Richardson's complicated views of women, in other words, it is not
surprising that his depictions of them in his three novels are anything but straight
forward.
Richardson, as we shall see, was a strong proponent of marriage; in Richardson's
view, matrimony provides women, specifically, a chance to positively influence society.
As his "Good Man," Sir Charles, rhetorically asks Clementina, "Are not the conjugal and
maternal duties... of higher account, than any of those can be, which may be exerted in
the sequestered life?" (SCG 7: 431). Richardson's own personal experiences may have
cemented his views of marriage; as he wrote to Lady Bradshaigh of matrimony on 6
October 1748, "Indeed I honour the state; I have reason to do so. I have been twice
married, and both times happily" (Barbauld 4: 191). Nevertheless, Richardson seems to
have recognized that the concept of being-or marrying-a sullen, "proper" wife was
tempting neither to single women nor to bachelors, and that a picture of matrimonial
felicity based on such a model was intellectually dishonest. In his final novel, Richardson
uses the acerbic but domestic Lady G. to explore the potential for a witty woman to
become a wife and mother without losing her wit-i.e., without losing herself. The
novel's final image of Lady G., I will argue, serves as Richardson's crowning
representative of female, marital, and maternal potential, providing a more virtuous and
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empowering alternative to spinsterhood, or to marriage in the "proper lady" model, for
the eighteenth-century English woman.

7
Chapter 1
From "Blustering Bullying Girl" to Silenced Wife:
Wit and Wifedom in Pamela and Clarissa

"Upon my word, Lucy," writes Harriet Byron of Charlotte Grandison, "she makes
very free with him. I whisper'd her, that she did-A very Miss Howe, said I. To a very
Mr. Hickman, re-whispered she" (SCG 2: 229). This intriguing intertextual moment
demonstrates that Richardson consciously acknowledges similarities between Anna
Howe, Clarissa Harlowe's friend and foil, and Charlotte Grandison: they are both
vivacious, witty women who express their sauciness in their treatment of their suitors.
Richardson was thinking of Anna Howe when he wrote Sir Charles Grandison (1753), in
other words, and in writing this intertextual passage, he wanted to ensure that his readers
were thinking of her as well.
The similarities between the two acerbic women are obvious; the differences,
however, are essential in understanding Richardson's concept of the ideal woman. Both
Anna and Charlotte are petulant mistresses during courtship, but only Charlotte becomes
a vivacious wife. And this is precisely what makes Charlotte different, not only from her
immediate predecessor, Anna Howe, but from Richardson's other spirited, and ultimately
silenced, female characters. Richardson repeatedly returned to the figure of the acerbic
woman over the course of his career because, though he admired witty women, he
simultaneously valued a woman's role as a virtuous and subservient wife. In other words,
Richardson is at pains in each of his novels to merge-at least, to attempt to merge-his
vision of an ideal woman with his conception of an ideal wife.
Richardson's first representation of female virtue is a precocious 15-year-old
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servant: the eponymous heroine of Pamela: Or, Virtue Rewarded (1740). Initially,
Pamela is the picture of innocence and overtly anxious to reform those less perfect than
herself. Pamela, generally quite modest, is proud of her innocence, as it keeps her safe
from temptation. When her master and would-be seducer Mr. B. attempts to blame
Pamela for his various attempts on her virtue, she writes, "[S]ee how a bad Cause and bad
Actions confound the greatest Wits !-It gave me a little more Courage then; for
Innocence, I find, in a weak Mind, has many Advantages over Guilt, with all its Riches
and Wisdom" (1: 35). Pamela, in her exalted innocence and moral superiority, in a way
pities her tormentor, who does not have her moral strength and whose mind has, at least
temporarily, been demeaned by his passions. Like Mary Poovey's "proper lady," Pamela
is held to a higher moral standard than is a man, and she prides herself in meeting this
standard.
Aside from her innocence, one of Pamela's most fundamental characteristics is
her "emotional responsiveness," which, Poovey explains, "was thought to form the basis
of a woman's benevolence, .. . and her 'sensibility of heart,' is, if properly governed,
productive of the greatest personal and social good" (The Proper Lady 18). After learning
of would-be rapist Mr. B.'s near-drowning, Pamela writes, "I could not in my Heart
forbear rejoicing for his Safety; tho' his Death would have ended my Afflictions.... 0
what an Angel would he be in my Eyes yet, if he would cease his Attempts, and reform"
(1: 179). As her innocence, moral superiority, and self-sacrificing joy demonstrate,
Pamela is, despite her social rank, a "proper lady." In fact, Pamela's social position
paradoxically facilitates her role as a "proper lady." As Nancy Armstrong explains in
Desire and Domestic Fiction, by the middle of the eighteenth century, "female virtue
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became . ..linked to work, [and] conduct books banished from the ideal woman the
features that had once seemed desirable because they enhanced the aristocratic woman"
(68). This explains, then, how Pamela, a servant necessarily uncorrupted by "aristocratic
taste and learning," becomes Richardson's first model woman.
Yet Pamela is also Richardson's first model of female wit. These two facets of the
heroine's identity, her virtue and her wit, reflect upon and reinforce each other in the first
volume of the novel. For example, Mr. B.asks Pamela, "Why, Sauce-box, ... did not my
good Mother desire me to take care of you?" Pamela recalls, "I said something
mutteringly, and he vow' d he would hear it.I begg' d Excuse; but he insisted upon it.
Why then, said I, if your Honour must know, I said, That my good Lady did not desire
your Care to extend to the Summer-house and her Dressing-room" (1: 59)-i.e., those
places in which Mr. B. had previously assaulted her. Pamela is conscious of the
cheekiness of her retort as she preemptively runs to escape Mr. B.'s wrath. Pamela is not
being witty merely for fun, it is worth noting; she is also rebuking her master for his
impropriety.Through her wit, Pamela defends her virtue-and her "self'-and offers a
pointed rejoinder to a suitor (of a sort) who seeks to force himself upon her.
Pamela recognizes her own moral superiority over her "better," Mr. B., and
spiritedly voices this recognition.She may be a lowly servant, yet she argues, "O Sir! my
Soul is of equal Importance with the Soul of a Princess; though my Quality is inferior to
that of the meanest Slave" ( 1: 158). Finally, after several failed seduction attempts and
Pamela's continued imprisonment, Mr. B. is morally transformed by her virtue and her
spirited defense of it. He frees Pamela and his goodness, along with hers, is rewarded as
she returns to him of her own accord.They are wed, and praises of Pamela's mind
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overtake praises of her physical beauty; as Mr. B. reports to Mr. Perry, "I do assure you,
my Pamela's person, lovely as you see it, is far short of her Mind; That first impress'd
me in her Favour; but that only made me her Lover: But they were the Beauties of her
Mind, that made me her Husbancf' (404). By his own account, then, Mr. B. appreciates
his wife's mental and moral being-her wit and her virtue.
Richardson thus "rewards" Pamela by allowing her to become Mrs. B.; but to
become Mrs. B. is to take on a new role, one in which witty self-assertion dwindles to
silent subordination. A woman's loss of self in marriage would not, of course, have been
a new concept; the influential early feminist, vehement Tory, and devout Christian Mary
Astell (1666-1731) had decades before argued for women to avoid marriage precisely
because a husband's dominance is scripturally-ordained. Therefore, according to Astell in
Some Reflections Upon Marriage (1700), a wife must be a woman "who can be so truly
mortify'd as to lay aside her own Will and Desires, to pay such an intire Submission for
Life, to one whom she cannot be sure will always deserve it" (89). Pamela is the
embodiment of such a woman. When Mr. B. gives Pamela a list of rules that she, as his
wife, must obey, she writes, "I thank' d him for these kind Rules, and generous
Assurances; and assured him, that they had made so much Impression on my Mind, that
these, and his most agreeable Injunctions before given me, and such as he should
hereafter be pleased to give me, should be so many Rules for my future Conduct" (2:
448). This is not sarcasm. True, she does chafe at several of his prescriptions. For
example, the thirtieth rule states "[t]hat if the Husband be set upon a wrong Thing, [the
wife] must not dispute with him, but do it, and expostulate afterwards" (2: 450). In
response to this rule, Pamela writes to her parents, "It looks a little hard, methinks!-This
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would bear a smart Debate, I fansy, in a Parliament of Women" (2: 450). Yet such

increasingly rare moments of witty engagement are the exception that proves the rule
(and note that Mr.B.himself never reads her protest-it remains, within the world of the
novel, silent).In order for her properly to fulfill her new role, Pamela must be stripped of
her voice, despite its foundation in virtue; her obedience as a wife now trumps her former
position as moralist over Mr. B. Her wittiness, therefore, must be silenced.
Intriguingly, Richardson further tames Pamela's wit in subsequent revisions of the
novel. Thomas Keymer focuses on the difference in Pamela's behavior in the original
version of the text versus the final 1801 edition, particularly in regards to the early, pre
marriage scene in which a Countess and three Ladies visit Mr.B.and make lewd remarks
about Pamela-remarks that would not be out of place in the Sinclair house of Clarissa.
In the original version of the novel, Pamela writes, "I know what I could have said, if I
durst.But they are Ladies-and Ladies may say any thing" (1: 53).This comment rightly
reflects Pamela's knowledge that she is more naturally genteel than these "ladies," yet
Richardson removes this comment in his subsequent editions. In all editions, Lady
Towers, tapping Pamela's cheek, says, "O you little Rogue, ... you seem born to undo,
or to be undone!" In the first edition, Pamela spiritedly replies, "God forbid, and please
your Ladyship, ...it should be either!" (1: 53), but the sarcastic "and please your
Ladyship" is later removed, as is Pamela's reflection that "it seems [Lady Towers] is
call'd a Wit" (1: 52). Keymer explains that, in the final edition of the novel, "Pamela is
no longer guilty of snide reflections about her betters ... , no longer seems to bite her lip
so angrily ... , and no longer makes her insolence so clear" (Pamela xxxi-xxxii). These
revisions were intended to assuage the criticisms of some of Richardson's readers, and
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thereby, in a sense, Pamela became less and less Richardson's own work; the revisions,
as Keymer sees it, are "a series of culturally determined reinscriptions, improving the
novel only in the meagre sense of bringing its language and action more closely into line
with polite eighteenth-century taste" (xxxii). One might also suggest that such changes
represent a perversely retrospective application of the standards by which Mrs. B. is
forced to exist onto her former self-it is as if Mrs. B. is now censoring Pamela Andrews.
Pamela Part II (1741) further stresses Pamela's subordination to Mr. B. For
instance, when she comes to believe that he is having an affair, though heartbroken, she
simply persuades herself to bear it and hold her head high; doing so is her duty as his
wife. As Lady Mary Wortley Montagu writes in her "Epistle from Mrs. Yonge to Her
Husband" (1724), women have little recourse-and virtually no legal recourse-when
faced with a husband's infidelity: "For wives ill used no remedy remains,/ To daily racks
condemned, and to eternal chains" (23-24). No matter what, women "must sigh in
silence-and be true" (31). Yet Pamela sees her silent acceptance of her subordinate role
in such instances as strategic. She explains:
I would reserve my Strength for ... greater Points, and would never
dispute with him the smaller, altho' they were not intirely to my Likeing:
And this would give both Force and Merit to the Opposition, when I found
it necessary: But to contest every little Point, where nothing but one's
stubborn Will was in the Question, what an inexcusable Perverseness
would that be! (4: 8)
Here, Pamela seems empowered: she is consciously choosing when to most
advantageously press a point with her husband. Yet in the eighteenth century, a wife's
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potential to express her opinion was not necessarily empowering. Dianne Osland explains

that female agency was "a necessary proviso, for if a woman does not have a mind of her
own, her complaisance (and her preference) is devalued" ("Complaisance and
Complacence" 3). In other words, female agency was valued not because of the power it
gave women, but because of the power it transferred back to men through women. In
such an instance, Osland continues, a woman "appropriates [her] agency to the willing
service of another's pleasure, in which duty a woman is deemed capable of
simultaneously expressing and suppressing self' (3). A woman's agency, then, can work
in two ways: to undermine her husband's authority in an altogether unvirtuous manner;
or, if used in his favor, to actively, and perversely, usurp her own authority-a "proper"
wife's agency serves merely as one more "feminine charm" that works to reassure her
husband that she is, body and soul, his property.
Ultimately, Mrs. B's strategic performance of subordination offers little
reassurance to women readers who might wish to model their behavior on hers. In every
instance but one she peacefully complies with her husband; the only time Pamela
confronts Mr. B.is when she wishes to nurse her child, and on this point too she loses:
Mr. B. becomes angry with her for her persistence and says, "'I will have no sullen
Reserves, my Dearest.What means that heaving Sob?"' (4: 45).After Mr.B. leaves his
"sullen" wife, Pamela reports:
Mr. B. to my ...great Comfort, has just been telling me, how little a Wife
of his must expect from her Tears; and has most nicely been distinguishing
between Tears of Sullenness, and Tears of Penitence: The one, he
declares, shall always meet with his Indulgence and Kindness, and never
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pass unrewarded: But the other, being the last Resources of the Sex, after
they are disarmed of all others, ...he will never suffer to have any Force
at all upon him. (4: 48)
Mr. B. 's unyielding behavior, if read in an Astellian context, is unsurprising. In Astell's
understanding, a wife "must follow all [her husband's] Paces, and tread in all his
unreasonable steps, or there is no Peace ... for her, she must obey with the greatest
exactness, 'tis in vain to expect any manner of Compliance on his side, and the more she
complies the more she may; his fantastical humours grow with her desire to gratifie
them" (Reflections 28). This is the blueprint Pamela's marriage follows.
Pamela's loss in the nursing debate is more significant than just a temporary
denial of agency by Mr. B.; it is denial, too, of a major part of her identity: her dilemma
puts her duty to her husband in direct conflict with her identity as a mother. She argues,
"[I]f it be the natural Duty of a Mother, it is a Divine Duty; and how can a Husband have
Power to discharge a Divine Duty?" (4: 30). Pamela sees her role as a mother as one
given to her by God and therefore as an integral part of her identity, yet Mr. B. forces her
to defy her conscience, something she never before would do, by allowing a stranger to
nurse her child; he insists that the duty a wife owes to her husband is more important than
any other.Mr.B. writes, "Obedience ... a Wife naturally owes, as well as voluntarily
vows, to a Husband's Will" (4: 36). This, of course, echoes both Richardson's and

Astell's own scripturally-based perceptions of marriage; after all, the Solemnization of
Matrimony from the Book of Common Prayer explicitly states that the wife must "love,

cherish, and obey" her husband, while the husband must only "love and cherish" his wife.
Mr. B. adds that a husband's will is so important that "even in such a strong Point as a
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solemn Vow to the Lord, the Wife may be absolv'd by the Husband, from the
Performance of it" (4: 37). Pamela must trust Mr. B.'s judgment; after all, God put him in
charge, Marital obedience, then, is a God-given duty- at least on the wife's side.
Yet Mr. B. does not disagree with Pamela simply because he can. According to
Toni Bowers in "'A Point Of Conscience': Breastfeeding and Maternal Authority in
Pamela, Part 2," Mr. B. "mouths stereotypical aristocratic attitudes toward motherhood"
(139). Typical of an aristocrat of the mid-eighteenth century, Mr. B. finds breastfeeding
distasteful, and he claims that his stance against allowing Pamela to nurse lies in his
"watchful Care over [her] for [her] own Good" (4: 46). He worries that, as a nurse, she
would "be ingross'd by those Baby Offices, which will better befit weaker Minds," and,
after all, he admires "the Beauties of [her] Mind" (4: 34-5). As he explains his position:
I cannot help looking upon the Nurse's Office, as an Office beneath my
Pamela. Let it have your Inspection, your Direction, and your sole
Attention, if you please, when I am abroad: But when I am at home, even
a Son and Heir, so jealous am I of your Affections, shall not be my Rival
in them: Nor will I have my Rest broken in upon, by your Servants
bringing to you, as you once propos'd, your dear Little one. (4: 35)
Mr. B.'s rationale, at first, seems to lie in his admiration of Pamela's intellect, yet more
selfish desires lie beneath: Mr. B. wants Pamela's attention for himself, he does not want
his "Rest disturbed," and he fears his wife losing her "personal Graces" (4: 34). When he
argues that nursing will degrade Pamela, he is not worried about her solely for her own
good, as he claims. If, in fact, nursing would deteriorate Pamela's mind and beauty, it
would, in effect, de grade the value of Mr. B.'s property-his prized wife-and disturb
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his sexual relationship with her in the process.
Mr. B. sees not only his property and comfort but also his dominion at risk. After
all, as Bowers puts it, "[W]hat is being contested between Pamela and Mr. B. is the
source of authority over a mother's body" (139). Mr. B., conscious of the stakes involved
in the debate, invokes highly political language to express his point. He says, "Ladies in
your Way, are often like incroaching Subjects: They are apt to extend what they call their
Privileges, on the Indulgence shewed them; and the Husband never again recovers the
Ascendant he had before" (4: 46). This argument echoes John Dryden's translation of
Louis Maimbourg's "The History of the League" (1684), which defends a king's
complete authority over his subjects:
Every point which a Monarch loses or relinquishes, but renders him the
weaker to maintain the rest; and besides, they so construe it, as if what he
gave up were the natural right of the people, which he or his Ancestors
had usurp'd from them; which makes it the more dangerous for him to quit
his hold, and is truly the reason why so many mild Princes have been
branded with the names of Tyrants, by their incroaching Subjects. (406,
final italics mine)
To Mr. B., Pamela's defense of her identity and rights is unreasonable and dangerous; she
is, like a rebellious subject, taking advantage of her sovereign's goodness to her, acting as
though nursing, the "privilege" he makes her give up, is actually a "natural right." It is,
then, Pamela who is the villain, the "incroaching Subject" who, by her thwarted desire to
nurse her child, brands Mr. B. "unfairly" with the name of "Tyrant."
For her "rebellion," Pamela must be either punished or forgiven. Before Pamela
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finally acquiesces to forgo nursing, Bowers notes, Mr. B. threatens to punish her if she
disobeys his wishes: if she follows the example of the "Patriarch Wives" by nursing her
own child, Mr. B. will follow the lead of the "Patriarch Husbands" by resorting to
polygamy-a concept that he knows distresses his insecure wife (4: 45). In a final show
of sauciness (notably weak compared to her premarital retorts), Pamela says, "I am not
fully convinc'd, whether it must be I that forgive you, or you me.-For indeed, .. . I
cannot think my Fault so great in this Point, that was a Point of Conscience to me, as
(pardon me) Sir, to stand in need of your Forgiveness" (4: 47). Mr. B., perhaps gratified
that Pamela's qualified retort lacks the rhetorical strength of her earlier quips, humors her
and says that they "will forgive one another," but, to conclude the conversation, again
insists, "I must not be put off with a Half-compliance; I must have your whole Will with
me" (4: 47). Mr. B. gives Pamela the ability to "forgive" him; he allows her to mouth
words, but nothing has changed. Her words are mere shadows of what they once were;
the point is dropped. In conceding to her husband's will, Pamela loses a portion of her
identity as a mother before she even gives birth. Though she is certain not to mention the
point to Mr. B. again, she dejectedly writes, "[W]e have heard of a good sort of Body,
that is to be my poor Baby's Mother, when it comes" (4: 47). Pamela must, in keeping
with Astell's observations, get used to the fact that it is her lot in life "to be denied [her]
most innocent desires, for no other cause but the Will and Pleasure of an absolute Lord
and Master, ... whose Commands she cannot but despise at the same time she obeys
them" (Reflections 4).
It would be a mistake, however, to assume that Richardson was fully satisfied
with this representation of marriage. After all, in Clarissa (1747-48), Richardson presents
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the reader with a decidedly negative depiction of another very submissive wife: Clarissa's
mother, Mrs. Harlowe. Indeed, in a sense Mrs. Harlowe's fate is the logical progression
of Pamela's. As Katherine Rogers demonstrates, Mrs. Harlowe's complete subservience
"is presented as a sign of weakness rather than virtue, and is shown to be self-defeating:
instead of influencing through meek expostulations (as wives were exhorted to do), she
fails to influence at all; and she does not even buy domestic peace" ("Richardson's
Empathy" 120). Furthermore, Rogers argues, Mrs. Harlowe's subservience is immoral; in
conceding entirely to her wifely duty, she fails in her parental one. She could defend her
virtuous daughter; she could, by standing against her tyrannical husband, save Clarissa
from her tragic trajectory: imprisonment, abduction, rape, and death. Ironically, acting as
a "proper lady," Mrs. Harlowe is unable to follow the proper course of action. Perhaps
this is what Pamela would become if her story were followed further. After all, in her
own mind, in obeying Mr. B., she has already wronged her child before his birth; like
Mrs. Harlowe, she has denied to her child her maternal duty on her husband's tyrannical
whim.
If Mrs. Harlowe represents the logical extension of Pamela's character into a
depressingly subservient future, the angelic Clarissa Harlowe and the witty Anna Howe
stand as attempts to rework "Pamela" before she becomes "Mrs. B." These characters are
not merely the division of Pamela, however: Clarissa offers a studied, deliberate
improvement upon Pamela's mode of virtue, just as Anna is the expansion of Pamela's
witty potential; yet Clarissa does have wit, Anna virtue. Significantly, each is incomplete
without the other; Anna is the foil to Clarissa, the lighthearted voice that offsets her
friend's "PRUDE-encies" (Clarissa 174). To Clarissa, Anna writes:
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[W]e have but one mind between us-only, that sometimes you are a little
too grave, methinks; I, no doubt, a little too flippant in your opinion. This
difference in our tempers, however, is probably the reason that we love
one another so well ... : since each in the other's eye having something
amiss, and each loving the other well enough to bear being told of it; and
the rather, perhaps, as neither wishes to mend it; this takes off a good deal
from that rivalry which might encourage a little, if not a great deal, of that
latent spleen which in time might rise into envy, and that into ill-will.

(131)
The two women, then, complement each other. In fact, as they have "but one mind
between" them, they would in combination create, one suspects, Richardson's ideal
woman.
Of the two women, Clarissa has more obvious links to Pamela. (Richardson, it
should be noted, spoke of his heroines as "sisters.") Like Pamela, Clarissa is considered
the paragon of virtue among her acquaintances. She is admired for her chastity and
complaisance; she is often busy with either her needle or her pen, when she is not aiding
the neighboring poor or delighting and improving others with her conversation. Indeed,
she is so valued that her grandfather leaves her, the Harlowes' youngest child and a
female, his estate. In his will, he explains that he is doing so "because my dearest and
beloved grand-daughter Clarissa Harlowe has been from infancy a matchless young
creature in her duty to me, and admired by all who knew her as a very extraordinary
child" (53). Even when Clarissa falls out of favor, she remains uncompromisingly
devoted to her family. She appears to be truly, unremittingly virtuous.
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One of Clarissa's most admirable qualities is that she, like Pamela, wishes to
reform the wicked; yet she, unlike Pamela, is catastrophically unsuccessful. As she
herself eventually realizes, "[W]hile I was endeavouring to save a drowning wretch, I
have been, not accidentally, but premeditatedly, and of set purpose, drawn in after him"
(985). This is not because Clarissa is less persuasive or virtuous than Pamela; indeed,
Richardson clearly designed her to be better in both ways. But just as Clarissa is a more
sophisticated version of Pamela, Lovelace is a more complicated, attractive, and evil
version of Mr. B. Clarissa realizes, after Lovelace drugs and rapes her, that even she
cannot reform him; further contact with Lovelace would make her, she says, "instead of a
reformer, an imitator of him ... -for who can touch pitch, and not be defiled?" (1116).
Why would Richardson sabotage the efforts of his favorite heroine while he
allowed the more simplistic Pamela to succeed? On 6 October 1748, Richardson
explained to Lady Bradshaigh, "Had I drawn my heroine ... marrying her Lovelace, and
that on her own terms ... ; what ... had I done more than I had done in Pamela?"
(Barbauld 4: 188).Richardson increased Clarissa's hardships because he was exploring a
more complicated situation than in Pamela, a situation in which the strength of an ideal
woman's virtue is pushed beyond its breaking point-without breaking.Clarissa, who
remains detached from her rapist, is thus a more demonstrably virtuous woman than is
Pamela. Pamela's virtue may seem stronger because she is able to reform her rake, yet,
ultimately, Pamela is unable to protect her own virtuous identity. Though she does not
succumb to Mr. B.' s will before marriage, she certainly does afterward, and in doing so,
she forfeits her own agency. Clarissa, on the other hand, remains fully herself, even as
death approaches. In response to Clarissa's question, Pamela demonstrates that no one,
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not even a heroine, "can touch pitch, and not be defiled."
Perhaps Richardson, like many readers, preferred Pamela when her virtue was
combined with her wit; Clarissa, to be sure, uses her wit precisely for this purpose. For
example, after Lovelace forces Clarissa to meet his friends, he acts surprised when she
calls them "low company" and says, "[L]et me but know whom and what [you] did or did
not like; and, if possible, I would like and dislike the very same persons and things"
(553). Lovelace's attempt at seeming earnestly obliging, however, backfires: he recalls to
Belford, "She bid me then, in a pet, dislike myself' (553). This witty response is
Clarissa's way of dismissing Lovelace's artifice and, thereby, of asserting her own
virtuous difference from him.Both Lovelace and Clarissa recognize that he relies on
trickery and fabricated innocence in his attempts to corrupt her; Clarissa here cleverly
asserts that she recognizes his deception and, therefore, that her virtue is still completely
in her own power.
Even after her rape, Clarissa uses her wit to protect her virtue. On her deathbed,
she sends a note to Lovelace, who has been threatening to force himself into her
presence:
I HAVE good news to tell you. I am setting out with all diligence for my
father's house.I am bid to hope that he will receive his poor penitent with
a goodness peculiar to himself; for I am overjoyed with the assurance of a
thorough reconciliation through the interposition of a dear blessed friend,
whom I always loved and honoured. I am so taken up with this joyful and
long-wished-for journey, that I cannot spare one moment for any other
business .... So, pray, sir, don't disturb or interrupt me-I beseech you
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don't-You may in time, possibly, see me at my father's, at least, if it be
not your own fault. (1233)
This allegorical note to Lovelace demonstrates that the dying Clarissa is as witty as ever,
using her pen to keep Lovelace at a distance; she knows that he will read the note literally
and obey in hopes of winning her favor, yet, virtuous as she is, she is not lying, either. It
is not her fault that Lovelace is too wicked to see the religious overtones in the
message-that, as Jesus himself had put it in defending his parables, he has neither eyes
to see nor ears to hear (Matthew 13). Unlike Pamela, Clarissa does not lose her wit, and
therefore, retains her virtue. Of course, she also dies.
Despite the fact that Clarissa grows still more vocal and independent as death
approaches, refusing to marry either her tormentor or her previous suitors ensures that
death quiets her voice. It is true that she speaks to other characters through posthumous
letters, but the most important posthumous document she leaves, her will, is violated.
Though some of the wishes outlined in the will are fulfilled after her death, Clarissa is
still powerless-still, whether in heaven or not, dead in the world of the novel. In her
will, she states, "[I]t is my desire that I may not be unnecessarily exposed to the view of
anybody" (1413). She adds that, if her family desires it, they may view her body, yet the
family does not read her will until after the funeral; they do what they wish with her
before hearing her voice, satisfying their "melancholy curiosity" to see the corpse.
Morden recalls, "When my cousins were told that the lid was unscrewed, they pressed in .
. . , ... as if by consent" (1400). Yet, at this point, the family is unaware that Clarissa
wishes for a closed casket; they have not read her will because Belford does not provide
them with it until later. Indeed, Clarissa's voice cannot be heard at all except at Belford's
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convenience, suggesting that a woman's will is dependent on the authorizing voice of a
man. Yet Clarissa, in a way, chooses silence; as with Mrs. B., her agency is demonstrated
through an "act" of self-censorship.Jerry Beasley argues, "[H]er decision to make
Belford her executor, and her request that he gather all her writings into an intelligible
form, signify the deliberate yielding up of her pen to his. Richardson carefully makes
Clarissa complicit in the quieting of her own voice" ("Richardson's Girls" 44). Though
Clarissa refuses to choose an "earthly husband" (1121), she chooses to marry Christ in
heaven and to relegate the power of her voice to Belford below. Either way, her agency is
mediated through male figures on whose authority her own rests. Like Pamela after her
marriage, then, Clarissa loses control of her voice to a legally-sanctioned man of her own
choosing.
Thus, Richardson is once again unable fully to reconcile female agency with the
traditional role of wife.When Clarissa dies, Anna is understandably distraught. Viewing
her friend's casket, she says, "Forgive, forgive, Mr Morden, this wild frenzy!-! am not
myself!-! never shall be! ... [W]e had but one heart, but one soul, between us: and now
my better half is tom from me-what shall I do?" (1403-4). In the end, Clarissa and her
foil are separated. Devoid of her "better half," Anna Howe's fate alone, then, determines
whether or not Richardson can reconcile voice and traditional femininity in Clarissa.
Anna Howe is generally more bitingly witty than Clarissa-she is Richardson's
first in-depth representation of a truly acerbic woman. Indeed, she is distinguishable by
her continual archness. In the beginning of the novel, Anna writes to Clarissa, "Did I
think you would have any manner of doubt, from the style or contents of this letter,
whose saucy pen it is that has run on at this rate, I would write my name at length" (213).
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The reader, as well as Clarissa, is by this point already so accustomed to Anna's
distinctive writing style that the impertinence of the content stands in for the acerbic
woman's name.Additionally, Anna is quick to acknowledge her own faults, yet writes,
"What signifies owning a fault without mending it, you'll say?-Very true, my dear.But
you know I ever was a saucy creature!-ever stood in need of great allowances-and I
know, likewise, that I ever had them from my dear Clarissa Harlowe" (356).Anna could
"reform" if she wanted to; after all, she recognizes her ostensible shortcomings. Indeed, if
she wanted to, Clarissa could try more earnestly to reform Anna Howe instead of,
through acceptance, encouraging her wit.
Perhaps, then, Anna does not mend her "faults" because they are not faults at all;
Anna's vivacious wit is virtuous, as Astell's distinction between "Wit" and "True Wit"
demonstrates: to Astell, Wit is a "bitter and ill-natur'd Raillery" that "makes us too great
to be good ...and ...sets us at a distance from true Wisdom" (Reflections 18; 6).True
Wit, on the other hand, "consists in such a Sprightliness of Imagination, such a reach and
turn of thought, so properly exprest, as strikes and pleases a judicious Tast" (Reflections
18). This is the realm to which Anna Howe's wit belongs. Just as Anna the wit
complements Clarissa the virtuous, Anna's wit complements, rather than undermines, her
own virtue.Though at times a saucy and in some ways a nontraditional young woman,
Anna proves to be good-hearted. After giving Clarissa an "ugly likeness" of her friend's
odious suitor, Mr. Solmes, Anna writes, "My mamma charged me, at last, to write that
side over again.But excuse me, my good mamma! I would not have the character lost
upon any consideration, since my vein ran freely into it; and I never wrote to please
myself but I pleased you" (131). Here, Anna establishes a direct connection between her
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own happiness and the happiness of Clarissa; Anna's free expression of wit is necessary
to Clarissa's contentment. Similarly, in another instance, Anna attributes her brazen
words to a kind attempt at cheering Clarissa: "if my manner does not divert you, as my
flightiness used to do, I am inexcusable both to you, and to my own heart" (210). Anna is
not merely making excuses for her vivacity; her words truly divert Clarissa from her own
increasing troubles. Just as Anna has a natural propensity for wit, Clarissa the angel has a
natural inclination to criticize (and, clearly, to enjoy) wit. In being herself, therefore,
Anna is allowing Clarissa to do the same.
Anna uses her pen not only to prompt Clarissa to be herself, but also in order to
help Clarissa create herself. Anna is Clarissa's obvious foil; yet, as foils serve to help
understand another character, Anna is more than just a foil. Without Anna, Clarissa's
character would be unknown to the reader-or even, Janet Todd argues, to Clarissa
herself. Clarissa's identity as an "ideal woman" is largely constructed, not only in
contrast with Anna, but by Anna: it is, Todd establishes, in Anna's letters that Clarissa's
virtue is described, and it is Anna who prompts Clarissa to write letters that will further
prove her virtue. Significantly, "[a]s the women's correspondence becomes attenuated,
Clarissa's story grows less clear .... She needs the image of herself in Anna's writing to
continue her own recreation" (Women's Friendship 47). When Clarissa, on her deathbed,
stops corresponding with Anna, she resigns her post-mortem voice to Belford and
decides, against Anna's wishes, to "marry Christ." Clarissa's ability to present her virtue
and voice in the world of lived experience depends upon her relationship with Anna; the
end of that relationship is the beginning of her silent withdrawal.
Anna further helps Clarissa establish her identity as virtuous by enforcing friendly
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frankness. This is the underlying cause of Anna's curiosity-one of her major "faults."
Anna says she will be displeased if Clarissa keeps any secrets from her (174 ), particularly
about her love for Lovelace.Yet this "fault" is not one.Anna explains:
Be pleased to observe one thing, my dear, that whenever I have given
myself any of those airs of raillery, which have seemed to make you look
about you ..., it has not been upon those passages which are written,
though perhaps not intended with such explicitness ... as leaves one little
cause of doubt: but only when you affect reserve; when you give new
words for common things; when you come with your curiosities, with your
conditional likings, and with your PRUDE-encies (mind how I spell the
word) ... -overt-acts of treason all these, against the sovereign
friendship we have vowed to each other! (174)
Anna's curiosity and frankness are rooted not in vice but in virtue; she wants only to help
her friend, to ensure that Clarissa recognizes her own feelings. Clarissa understands
Anna's intention. She writes, "I love ...your pleasantry-Although at the time it may
pain one a little, yet on recollection, when one feels in the reproof more of the cautioning
friend than of the satirizing observer, an ingenuous mind will be all gratitude upon it"
(175-6). Clarissa recognizes that Anna's wit is True Wit, founded in wisdom.After all,
Clarissa once gave the same advice to Anna.Anna writes, "Remember, that you found
me out in a moment.You challenged me. I owned directly that there was only my pride
between the man and me .... [Y]ou reasoned me out of the curiosity first; and when the
liking was brought to be conditional-why, then, you know, I throbbed no more about
him" (174). The two women function as checks and balances of each other, just as a
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unified "perfect woman" would find a balance between wit and virtue.
Yet Anna's virtue, here, conflicts with decorum-dictated female behavior of the
eighteenth century. The anonymous conduct manual The Polite Lady; Or, A Course of
Female Education (1798), written by a "mother to her daughter," for example, states that
a proper lady's subject of conversation should match her manner of speaking: "low,
smooth, and gentle, an emblem of the inward softness and delicacy of her mind" (205);
talking "in a positive or peremptory strain," the author explains, "is scarce tolerable, even
when you are talking of things that cannot be contradicted" (205). The conduct manual
advises its reader to "talk with an air of diffidence, as if she proposed what she said,
rather with a view to receive information herself, than to inform and instruct the
company" (205). In short, as Poovey explains, the "proper lady" "display[s] ... no
assertive 'self' at all" (21). Anna thus deviates from traditional female behavior in her
frank and open conversation, as she herself recognizes. But Anna considers it her duty to
save Clarissa from folly rooted in decorum rather than in true virtue. Anna may be
boisterous and unconventional, but her underlying motive is always to do right by her
friend.
If Anna's "faults," then, are actually virtuous, one may wonder what to make of
her rudeness to her suitor; at first glance, this, unlike her other faults, does not seem to be
rooted in a desire to do right. Of Hickman, Anna writes:
That fiddling, parading fellow, you know who I mean, made us wait for
him two hours ...only for the sake of having a little more tawdry upon
his housings .... I told him that I supposed he was afraid that the double
solemnity in the case, that of the visit to a dying woman and that of his
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own countenance, would give him the appearance of an undertaker; to
avoid which, he ran into as bad an extreme, and I doubted would be taken
for a mountebank. The man was confounded.He took it as strongly as if
his conscience gave assent to the justice of the remark-otherwise he
would have borne it better: for he is used enough to this sort of treatment. I
thought he would have cried. (273-4)
Anna minces no words in insulting Hickman, nor in recounting the incident.When Anna
provokes Hickman, she does so not for purposes of correction, but to ridicule and to
demean.
Of course, from Anna's perspective her behavior is warranted; she does not wish
to marry him, but Hickman does not discontinue his suit when Anna straightforwardly
refuses him. As she explains to Belford late in the novel, "I refused him again and again ..
..I told him my aversion to all men: to him: to matrimony-Still he persisted....I tried
him; I vexed him an hundred ways; and not so much neither with design to vex him, as to
make him hate me and decline his suit" (1456-7). Anna must, in order to end the
courtship, induce Hickman to desist, since her resistance is not taken seriously. The idea
of a woman's resistance in the eighteenth-century was complicated because, as Bowers
explains, "courtship, seduction, and rape tended to overlap, like the consent, complicity,
and resistance that supposedly distinguished them" ("Representing Resistance" 141). In
courtship, a woman's resistance was sometimes interpreted as consent; this was because,
sometimes, a woman's "resistance" was consent; according to the politics of courtship, if
a woman says no, it might mean no, but it could just as easily mean yes. A "proper lady,"
in other words, was expected to behave in courtship in ways that blurred the boundaries
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between "consent, complicity, and resistance." Society valued female reserve and
indirectness and drew a fuzzy line between reserve and dishonesty; if a woman truly felt
desire, she must disguise it with feigned resistance. As Aphra Behn's Cloris demonstrates
in "The Disappointment" ( 1680), a woman's true desire is sometimes veiled when in the
posture of resisting a man: "Her hands his bosom softly meet,/ But not to put him back
designed,/ Rather to draw him on inclined" (15-17). This is followed by Cloris's entreaty,
titillatingly whispered in Lysander's ear:
'Cease, cease-your vain desire,
Or I'll call out-what would you do?
My dearer honour even to you
I cannot, must not give-retire... .' (25-28)
Cloris must retain her position as "proper lady," yet her own desires conflict with this
cultural restriction. After all, a woman who says "yes" to a lover would be considered
overly-eager, direct, and therefore "improper." Because "proper ladies" rely upon indirect
(and sometimes contradictory) speech and actions, men are left to interpret-or to
misinterpret, perhaps deliberately-what a woman's resistance "really" means.
Solmes certainly uses the inherent ambiguities of eighteenth-century courtship to
his advantage in his dealings with Clarissa. To Solmes, Clarissa writes, "I told you my
mind; and even that my affections were engaged. But, to my mortification and surprise,
you persisted, and still persist. ... [l]f, sir, you have not so much generosity in your value
for me, as to desist for my own sake, let me conjure you, by the regard due to yourself, ...
to discontinue your suit" (159-60). Yet Solmes responds, "YOUR letter has had a very
contrary effect upon me to what you seem to have expected from it. It has doubly
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convinced me of the excellency of your mind and the honour of your disposition. Call it
selfish, or what you please, I must persist in my suit" (160). Clarissa's "no" does not end
Solmes's suit, but inadvertently encourages it; it is impossible to know if Solmes actually
realizes that Clarissa detests him or if he thinks she is merely playing a very elaborate
game of "hard to get"-after all, we know from his semi-literate letters that he is not
terribly bright and is, perhaps, used to women who affect reserves; yet still, as a man, it is
in Solmes's power to (mis)interpret Clarissa's desires. After all, unlike "proper ladies,"
men may "express their own wishes" and "make their own choices" (Poovey 4), and they
recognize that women cannot.
Yet it is not only toadish men who force their matrimonial hopes upon women.
Hickman, though ostensibly one of the few positive examples of masculinity in Clarissa,
persists in a disquietingly Solmes-like manner when Anna implores him not to. Yet,
bearing in mind that the responses of "proper ladies" are designedly unclear, it is perhaps
understandable that Anna's "no" reverberates as a "maybe" to Mr. Hickman. Therefore,
when, of men, Anna complains, "Insolent creepers, or encroachers, all of you! To show
any of you a favour today, you would expect it as a right tomorrow" (1454), she is
correct; every positive (or neutral, for that matter, or negative) bit of attention she pays to
Hickman is considered an encouragement. Just as Cloris's body language, though it
conflicts with her vocal "resistance," is all the reinforcement Lysander needs to pursue
his own sexual desires, a slight favor, or even a clear disfavour, is all Hickman (or
Solmes) needs to pursue his suit. In other words, although Anna's complaint against
masculine transgression is justified, so, too, is Hickman's "encroachment;" he is simply
following his culturally prescribed role as male, and, for all he knows, his persistence is
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exactly what Anna wants.
Anna is understandably frustrated in attempting to navigate such perilous and
confusing standards of courtship. Men are unlikely to critique the situation because they
reap the benefits, and "proper ladies" may not critique it because, by definition, they may
express no opinions at all. Yet, from the time of its initial publication, many readers have
sensed that, whether it is his fault or not, Hickman is an encroacher whom Anna truly
does not wish to marry. Warmly, Anna writes to Clarissa:
Upon my word, I most heartily despise that sex! I wish they would let our
fathers and mothers alone; teasing them to tease us with their golden
promises, and protestations, and settlements, and the rest of their
ostentatious nonsense.... [T]o be cajoled, wire-drawn, and ensnared, like
silly birds, into a state of bondage or vile subordination: to be courted as
princesses for a few weeks, in order to be treated as slaves for the rest of
our lives-Indeed ... I cannot endure them! (133)
Anna is vehement in this passage concerning her feelings about marriage. Though she
says she despises men, what she indicates is that she despises the way men treat women
in courtship and in marriage; it is difficult not to suspect that it is Mr. Hickman whom she
"cannot endure." Anna's heated passage directly echoes Astell, who writes:
[W]hat are all the fine Speeches and Submissions that are made, but an
abusing [women] in a well-bred way? She must be a Fool with a witness,
who can believe a Man, Proud and Vain as he is, will lay his boasted
Authority, the Dignity and Prerogative of his Sex, one Moment at her
Feet, but in prospect of taking it up again to more advantage; he may call
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himself her Slave a few days, but it is only in order to make her his all the
rest of his Life. (Reflections 23)
Anna predicts, "If ever I should be persuaded to have [Hickman], I shall watch how the
imperative husband comes upon him; how the obsequious lover goes off; in short, how he
ascends, and how I descend, in the matrimonial wheel, never to take my turn again, but
by fits and starts, like the feeble struggles of a sinking state for its dying liberty" (277).
Like Astell, she recognizes the injustices of the treatment of women in courtship and in
marriage; whether or not she would rather live single, she recognizes that, by accepting a
husband, she will lose her beloved independence.
Richardson sometimes acknowledged the justice of Anna's complaints against
men. On 15 December 1748 he wrote to Lady Bradshaigh, "Half of Miss Howe's lively
Airs are given her from a Consciousness of Superiority over the greater half of [our sex].
... [T]he cause of the Sex is the Cause of Virtue" (Carroll 112). Yet he could also turn on
his witty creation. On 2 March 1752, he wrote to Sarah Chapone, "Miss Howe, in short,
tho' I love her, is a blustering bullying Girl" (Carroll 204). He recognized her "great
Blemishes, as well as Beauties," but criticized her harshly, especially concerning her
relationship with Hickman, arguing, "She wanted Generosity to the Man she intended to
have.She and Lovelace, tho' nobody else, treated him so ludicrously, as has made all the
World treat him so" (Carroll 204). Yet Richardson's claim that Anna had always intended
to marry Hickman is suspect; Richardson is writing to Chapone years later and, in part, in
response to criticism from her and other readers for even daring to suggest that such a
marriage would be appropriate. Anna's arguments against marriage carry an earnestness
that, in the years after composition, Richardson seems increasingly eager to ignore.
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And, indeed, Richardson does finally unite-barely, cleverly-Anna and
Hickman in matrimony. Anna is wrong about her notions of marriage and lives happily as
Mrs. Hickman-sort of. In the "Conclusion" section of the novel, the "editor" steps in to
offer concluding summations of the characters that readers had previously experienced
and known directly through their own distinctive epistolary voices. We learn, for
instance, that Hickman's "behaviour to Mrs Hickman is as affectionate as it was
respectful to Miss Howe," and "she seriously, on all occasions and that to others, as well
as to himself, confesses, that she owes him unreturnable obligations for his patience with
her in her HER day, and for his generous behaviour to her in HIS" (1491-2). On the one
hand, Anna certainly sounds happy; but, on the other hand, this does not sound like Anna.
If it was so important to Richardson for Anna to become an example of
matrimonial happiness, why did he wait until the "Conclusion," written by the "editor,"
to inform the audience of her fate? Some of the author's correspondents disapproved of
the match between Anna and Hickman; on 17 August 1750, Mrs. Donnelan, for example,
wrote:
[I]n a character that I should like, I would, even in a lover, have him shew
those qualities that I should willingly submit to be governed by as a wife:
and if a man let me use him with contempt as a lover, I don't know
whether I should ever rightly respect him as a husband and friend ....
[Miss Howe and Lovelace] both brag they have treated him with the
utmost contempt and ridicule: and they seem to think he is not only tame,
but that he has hardly sense to find it out. Now this is not a respectable
character; and a woman, I think, who marries a man that she does not
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esteem as such, runs a great hazard of being the husband, not the wife; and
I should not like such a man for myself or friend, as such matches always
look unnatural. (Barbauld 4: 18)
If, indeed, a "proper husband" is one whose authority must govern his "proper wife," the
match between the boisterous Anna and the cringing Hickman, as Mrs. Donnelan argued,
seems absurd.
Certainly, it would have been more memorable for Anna to have told the reader
herself of her happiness; yet it also would have been less realistic, after Anna has spent
the entire novel vehemently arguing against marriage. Perhaps, given the novel's length,
Richardson simply ran out of time and space for a realistic transitional period during
which Anna's vocal contempt of marriage could soften into complaisance and, later, love.
But it is at least equally plausible to suspect that, having run headlong into an insoluble
aesthetic dilemma, Richardson took a short cut by claiming paratextually what he could
not demonstrate within the main body of the text: he informs the reader of Anna's
matrimonial bliss outside of the epistolary portion of the novel because he was unable to
reconcile Anna's powerful voice, though it charms him, with the traditional role of wife;
Anna is too volatile and must be subdued. In order to make her a "proper wife," then, he
must revoke, through Belford and Hickman, the most distinguishing characteristic of her
pre-marital identity: her wit. And, as a letter from Anna's hand devoid of wit would be
terribly unrealistic (after all, she need not even sign her name to her letters, her witty style
is so distinct), Richardson must remove her voice completely if she is to become Mrs.
Hickman. Richardson may claim of Anna, as he did to Aaron Hill on 18 November 1748,
"I have made her punishably Faulty in her treatment of a worthy, tho' not a brilliant
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Man.-And I have accordingly punished her ... by making her happier with that ill
treated Man, than she could have been with a more volatile one; and of consequence
under obligation to him" (Carroll 101). But, of course, this happiness is asserted, not
shown.
In marrying Anna to Hickman, Richardson revokes Anna's wit, pen, and
independence; in effect, he revokes her very character. She may be happier with Hickman
than she would have been with a "more volatile" man, yet perhaps she would be even
happier single-surely, this would be just as easy to "assert." Concluding the novel with
a dead heroine and a happily single acerbic woman, however, would not have suited
Richardson's purpose. He wanted to encourage women to marry, not dissuade them, and
he found himself at the end of his second novel with a new version of an old problem:
how can married women preserve their pre-marital identities?
Each of Richardson's novels demonstrates his struggle to reconcile eighteenth
century discourses of marriage and the female voice with his own belief that the ideal
woman should retain her independent identity even after marriage; and, despite
reinventing his acerbic woman several times in Pamela and Clarissa, Richardson is
unable to merge female wit and marriage; each of his witty women loses her voice after
she is (literally or metaphorically) married. Poovey explains that in women's writing,
"the struggle to be a self takes place simultaneously with the effort to express the self'
(41). This is why it is so significant when Richardson's female characters stop writing;
each simultaneously loses her voice and her identity after marriage. Further, there is a
direct connection in each of Richardson's leading female characters between voice and
virtue; each expresses (and defends) her virtue and reforms others through her words. Yet
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when these women marry, they are silenced, and when they are silent, they can no longer
express their virtue. They may be perfectly docile wives, but they are not ideal
Richardsonian women. Richardson admired married women, but he also admired female
writers; a union between the two types would embody the author's feminine ideal.
And a union of these two traits is precisely what Richardson accomplished in
creating Lady G., his true paragon of female virtue.
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Chapter Two
Challenging the "Femalities" of the "Proper Lady":
Lady G.'s Wit, Liveliness, and Virtue

Sir Charles Grandison's acerbic Charlotte G., more roguish and cynical than even
Anna Howe, seems at times to have more in common with the rakish Lovelace than with
the saintly Clarissa-or with any of Richardson's heroines, for that matter. Because of
this, Charlotte was rather disliked within Richardson's circle. On 6 July 1754, Sarah
Fielding wrote, "[W]hy should her wit and liveliness excuse her insolence? Even
Lovelace had wit and liveliness remember! You could make him agreeable whenever we
were not reading his heart" (Barbauld 2: 70). On 9 November 1752, Anne Donnellan
expressed a similar distaste for the virago's "low mind and genius" (Barbauld 4: 76).
Charlotte, then, roused discomfort in Richardson's audience; yet it seems that, to
Richardson's contemporary audience, the most disturbing aspect of her character was that
she was likeable despite her faults. Even Anne Donnellan felt the need to note, before
criticizing Charlotte's "low mind and genius," that she "like[d] her mortal spirit very well
sometimes" (Barbauld 4: 76).
As the diversity of reader opinions suggests, Charlotte G. is a complicated
character-so complicated that even Richardson seemed unable easily to pinpoint her
nature.In a letter to Sophia Westcomb on 11 September 1753, Richardson attempted to
summarize Charlotte as he saw her: "Miss Grandison is a Rogue of a Girl... . But not
ungenerous at Bottom; tho' intolerably playful sometimes. Such Spirits as hers will not
always be reined-in .... She is now pretty good, now indifferent, now stark naught, but
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not criminally so, neither" (Carroll 241). To many, including Richardson himself,
Charlotte is neither this nor that; her roguish spirit defies both classification and control.
Charlotte often evoked confusion among Richardson's contemporary readers, like
Anne Donnellan, who could see both her wit and virtue but could not understand the
interdependence of these traits. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, on the other hand, seemed
very sure of her opinion of Charlotte: she despised her. On 20 October 1755, Montagu
wrote to her daughter, Lady Bute:
[Richardson's] Anna How[e], and Charlotte Grandison are recommended
as Patterns of charming Pleasantry, and applauded by his saint-like
Dames, who mistake pert Folly for Wit and humour, and Impudence and
ill nature for Spirit and Fire. Charlotte behaves like a hurnoursorne child,
and should have been us'd like one, and have had her Coats flung over her
Head and her Burn well whipp'd in the presence of her Friendly
Confidante Harriet. (The Complete Letters 3: 96)
At a glance, Montagu's criticism of Charlotte is hardly surprising; Montagu certainly
claimed for herself the mantle of obedient, subservient wife, and her letters are, according
to Robert Halsband, written "in 'a proper matrimonial stile'-where she expresses herself
as a submissive and affectionate wife" (The Complete Letters I: xiii). Yet Montagu's
actions indicate that she was not an entirely obedient wife. Early in the marriage, she
appeared to be an "affectionate wife," but later she used this as a cover as she planned a
political career for her husband and became "his unofficial campaign manager"
(Halsband, Life 40). Eventually, the couple became estranged, emotionally and later
physically, as well. Despite appearances, Montagu was never truly tamed.
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In writing, too, Montagu's spirit frequently emerges; she was an acerbic woman
and a renowned wit, first loved by Pope and later attacked by him as "Sappho"
(Halsband, Life v). And while Montagu argued that "Charlotte acts with an Ingratitude ..
.too black for Human Nature, with such coarse Jokes and low expressions as are only to
be heard amongst the Lowest Class of People" (The Complete Letters 3: 96), Montagu
was, after all, the author of "The Reasons That Induced Dr.Swift to Write a Poem Called
the Lady's Dressing Room." The witty, scandalous poem uses language that is, by far,
coarser than any Charlotte ever employs. The traits that Montagu hated in Charlotte, then,
are not so different from the very traits for which she herself was known and criticized.
In fact, Richardson relied upon Montagu' s reputation as a hoyden in his
construction of Sir Charles Grandison's Miss Barnevelt.Barnevelt, as Harriet puts it, is
"masculine ..., loud, bold, free, even fierce ... ; and affects at all times such airs of
contempt of her own sex, that one almost wonders at her condescending to wear
petticoats.... One reason indeed, she every-where gives, for being satisfied with being a
woman ...is, that she cannot be married to a WOMAN" (1: 42-43).In response,
Montagu wrote to her daughter that she was not "angry with [Richardson] for repeating a
saying of mine, accompanied with a description of my person, which ... plainly shows
he never saw me in his life" (Halsband, Life 256). But Halsband suggests that Miss
Barnevelt's mannerisms do resemble Montagu's, despite Montagu's refusal to fully
acknowledge the similarities (256).
Interestingly, while Barnevelt's "masculine" behavior is like Montagu's, her
notion of female propriety is not.The fictional Barnevelt loves Harriet Byron as an
exemplar of the sex.Harriet reports, "[Miss Barnevelt] profess'd that I was able to bring
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her own sex into reputation with her. Wisdom ...proceeding thro' teeth of ivory, and
lips of coral; gave a grace to every word" ( 1: 57).Montagu, on the other hand, disliked
Harriet because of the words that pass through her "lips of coral." In a 20 October 1755
letter to Lady Bute, Montagu wrote that Harriet's "whole behaviour, which [Richardson]
designs to be examplary, is ...blamable and ridiculous. She ... declar[es] all she thinks
to all the people she sees, without reflecting that in this Mortal state of Imperfection Fig
leaves are as necessary for our Minds as our Bodies, and 'tis indecent to shew all we
think as all we have" (The Complete Letters 3: 97).Yet Montagu was more similar to
Harriet in this regard than she acknowledged. Richardson's heroines were often criticized
for reporting praises of themselves, but Montagu did the same. When in Turkey, she
reported that a friend, Fatima, said, '" [I]f beauty was so much valued in your country as
you say, they would never have suffered you to leave it."' According to Halsband, "Lady
Mary repeated the compliment not out of vanity-or so she protested-but as proof of
Fatima's spirit and wit" (Life 84). Harriet, conscious that others may think she is
"indecent" for "shew[ing] all [she] think[s]," makes similar excuses when reporting
praises of herself.Despite, then, Montagu's own frank speech and even abrasiveness-in
short, her affinity to both Harriet and Charlotte- she seems to have been troubled by the
implication that either character might serve as a model of female virtue.The popular
aversion to the acerbic woman, even from the famously acerbic Montagu, reveals at least
a glimpse of how unsettling the trope was to an eighteenth-century audience-and,
consequently, emphasizes the progressive nature of Richardson's ideal.
In order fully to appreciate how Lady G. fits into Richardson's approach to the
feminine ideal, it is first important to understand his critique of the very character who, in
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many ways, would seem to exemplify female virtue: Harriet Byron. As Richardson's
final heroine, it is understandable that Harriet might be considered the author's ideal. To
some extent, Richardson's own reflections on the novel seem to reinforce this
presumption: on 24 March 1750, he wrote to Lady Bradshaigh, "I have designed [Harriet]
to keep the middle course, between Pamela and Clarissa; and between Clarissa and Miss
Howe; or rather, to make her what I would have supposed Clarissa to be, had she not met
with such persecutions at home, and with such a tormentor as Lovelace" (Barbauld 6:
85). Like Pamela and Clarissa, Harriet is exceptionally beautiful and well-educated; just
as Mary Astell's uncle took an interest in his precocious young niece (Taylor 200),
Harriet's intellectual development was enabled by an interested and decent relative, her
Grandfather Shirley (Grandison 1: 9;13). In many ways, then, Harriet is a typical
Richardsonian heroine.
Despite her many perfections and Montagu's harsh critique to the contrary,
Harriet retains her modesty, perhaps better than either of Richardson's previous
heroines-especially Pamela Andrews, his first attempt at an ideal woman. Harriet
acknowledges that sometimes, she may appear immodest; yet, as she explains to Uncle
Selby (and to Richardson's critical readers), the only reason she reports praises of herself
is because it is necessary to her story: "You will tell me, I know, that if I give speeches
and conversations, I ought to give them justly: That the humours and characters of
persons cannot be known unless I repeat what they say, and their manner of saying" (1:
34). This perceived "immodesty," then, is a formal difficulty, not a character flaw.
Harriet continues, "Let me add to all this, that there is an author (I forget who) who says,
'It is lawful to repeat those things, tho' spoken in our praise, that are necessary to be
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known, and cannot otherwise be come at."' This "forgotten author" Harriet mentions may
very well be, according to Jocelyn Harris, Richardson himself; after all, Harris notes,
Richardson "was conscious of a difficulty arising from the epistolary method: how to
report opinion that sanctioned his characters as examples, when they themselves were his
only mouthpiece" (Richardson, SCG 477). Harris then points the reader toward
Richardson's letter to Lady Bradshaigh of 22 April 1752, in which he wrote:
I am not a little embarrassed in my new piece, (so I was in my two
former,) with the affectation that custom almost compels one to be guilty
of:-to make my characters ... afraid of reporting the praises due, and
given to them by others .... Does any body believe these disclaimers?
Does not every body think them affected, and often pharisaical? and even,
their pretences to modesty, are what Lovelace calls, traps laid for praise?
... I think I would wish that my good man, and even my good girl, should
be thought to be above regarding this custom. (Carroll 212-213)
For the most part-certainly in comparison to Pamela-Richardson manages more deftly,
in the first volumes of his final work, his depiction of a heroine who is at once a modest
and a deservingly confident young woman.
Early in the novel, Richardson provides a scenario in which he carefully
constructs proof of Harriet's intelligence and wit as well as her modesty via an
intellectual debate between the heroine a minor character named Mr. Walden. Walden is
a pedant characterized by a "scornful brow" and who "look'd as if he pity'd us all, and as
if he thought himself cast into unequal company" (SCG 1: 46-47). When Walden and
Hargrave begin to debate education, Harriet, ever-modest, is hesitant to engage; she is,
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however, drawn in by the rest of the company. Soon, considering the fact that Harriet
becomes the center of attention, the debate takes an inevitable turn into gender politics.
As Harriet debates with the scholar, she is conscious of navigating a gendered double
standard: education is assumed to improve men but to corrupt the virtue of women.
Harriet recognizes that a learned woman who hides her learning is mocked as a fool, but
one who shows her intelligence is despised for her "vanity." Montagu, aware of this
difficulty intelligent women faced, recommended on 28 January 17 53 that her own
granddaughter "conceal whatever Learning she attains, with as much solicitude as she
would hide crookedness or lameness" (The Complete Letters 3: 22). Harriet, however,
challenges this prevalent double-standard by holding her ground in the debate without
sacrificing her modesty. "I am not learned" (1: 53), Harriet insists as she pursues her
learned argument. Ultimately, then, Harriet proceeds both intelligently and modestly. She
is able to finally relinquish her place in the spotlight-much to her relief- after quietly
demolishing Walden's argument and receiving the hearty applause of the company. So
far, Harriet seems to fit Richardson's ideal.
Yet the heroine's good-natured modesty degenerates into timidity as the novel
and her relationship with Sir Charles-progresses. Harriet's defining characteristic in the
beginning of the novel is her candor. According to Tita Chico in "Details and Frankness:
Affective Relations in Sir Charles Grandison," this frankness, as "a form of explicit
conversation" (56), is essential to the plot of the novel because Harriet uses it to cultivate
a meaningful relationship with the Grandisons; her frankness creates a "public intimacy"
that eventually helps her to reconcile the Grandison sisters with their brother (57-58). Sir
Charles, in particular, claims to greatly admire Harriet's frankness, or, as he calls it, "that
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noble criterion of Innocence and Goodness" (SCG 2: 392). Yet, like Pamela, Harriet loses
her distinct personality and becomes meek after her suitor's proposal of marriage; only
after she falls in love with Sir Charles does Harriet check herself, continually questioning
her actions and words in order to ensure that she does not betray her secret love. She
affects what her Uncle Selby calls "femalities": conventions that cause love-stricken
women, who become "apes of one another," to adopt "dull and cold forms" (6: 97-98).
Harriet's grandmother, Mrs. Shirley, notices this unnatural reserve and writes, "You were
not educated, my dear, in artifice. Disguises never sat so ill upon any woman, as they do,
in most of your late letters, upon you" (2: 304). Still, against her natural inclination,
Harriet affects reserves and silences her own voice. Ultimately-and Montagu attacked
her even for this-Harriet discloses her love of Sir Charles to her family and to his
sisters, yet she does so reluctantly. Chico explains that, in addition to polite
communicativeness, "being 'frank' [could] also suggest sexual impropriety" in the
eighteenth century (56). Perhaps it is because of the sexual undertones of frankness that
the conscious Harriet tries so fervently to hide her love for Sir Charles. Whatever the
case, the openness in Harriet that Montagu so detests diminishes throughout the course of
the novel as the heroine becomes a "proper lady." One might suggest that for a 21 st_
century reader, Montagu's critique-and Richardson's instincts-are essentially upside
down. In attempting to protect her identity and modesty as she navigates her relationship
with Sir Charles, Harriet becomes distant and affected, essentially losing herself.
By the time of her wedding, Harriet has become sullen and quiet; as romantic,
legal, and spiritual partnership approaches, she ceases to be herself. At the ceremony,
Lady G. observes that Harriet's "hand was rather taken, than offered" (6: 226). Her
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"voice," such as it is, manages quietly to recite her vows of obedience to her new
husband. But in being so eager to "obey" and be a "proper lady," Harriet jeopardizes her
future happiness as a wife. As David Macey explains in '"Business for the Lovers of
Business': Sir Charles Grandison, Hardwicke's Marriage Act and the Specter of
Bigamy," companionate marriage, increasingly popular during Richardson's writing
career, was a "model of married life that emphasized affectionate intimacy between
uniquely sympathetic spouses" (335). From the beginning of the novel, Harriet indicates
that companionate marriage is her ideal. When she worries about Sir Charles's reserve to
Charlotte, she writes, "Very likely, he would be as reserved to a wife: And is not
marriage the highest state of friendship that mortals can know? And can friendship and
reserve be compatible? Surely, No" (1: 184). Long before their engagement, Sir Charles
opens his heart to Harriet, and during courtship, he hides nothing from her; yet, despite
her earlier criticism of his reserve, Harriet becomes reserved almost to the point of
coldness in courtship, ultimately suppressing her identity, thoughts, and emotions. When
Harriet is too punctilious at the outset of her courtship, Lady G. scolds her-particularly
for not inviting Sir Charles as an overnight house guest when he comes to visit, instead
sending him to an inn. Lady G. writes: "Our Sex is a foolish Sex .... Lord help us! Were
it not that we must be afraid to appear over-forward to the man himself, the world is a
contemptible thing, and we should treat it as such.... Harriet, I write to charge you not
to increase your own difficulties by too much parade" (6: 64). Yet Harriet has become
affected, and (like a "proper lady") she becomes a mirror of what she thinks Sir Charles's
expectations are. Sir Charles has not indicated that he desires a "proper" wife-in fact, as
Lady G. reminds Harriet, her "frankness of heart is a prime consideration with him" (6:
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64)-but Harriet uses "propriety" to shield her identity and thoughts. Harriet becomes so
reluctant to reveal her own opinions that, near the end of the novel, she expresses that all
of her self-worth lies in her husband's opinion of her: that "she knows no other method of
valuing herself than by his value of her" (7: 369). While attempting to grasp her long
coveted relationship with Sir Charles and to retain her own virtuous identity, Harriet
inadvertently closes herself off from both. Following the reserved, affected model of the
"proper lady," Harriet has necessarily lost herself in the process.
Ultimately, Harriet falls perfectly into the role of "proper" wife that, in Some
Reflections Upon Marriage, Mary Astell critiques: a role that degrades women and
necessitates "the eminent exercise of Humility and Self-denial, Patience and Resignation"
(57). Maria Edgeworth, too, criticized the "proper lady"; in "An Essay on the Noble
Science of Self-Justification" ( 1795), Edgeworth satirizes such a passive, subservient,
mindless woman. She writes, "With an admirable humility, you are as well contented to
be in the wrong as in the right; you answer all that can be said to you, with a provoking
humility of aspect" (236). Richardson's heroines, particularly Pamela and Harriet, fit his
ideal of a witty yet virtuous woman until marriage, at which point they dwindle into the
"proper ladies" that Astell and Edgeworth criticize-and in losing their wit, because their
wit enables them to critique a flawed society, they lose a central aspect of their virtue.
The heroines must sacrifice their wit after they marry because Richardson found it
difficult realistically to depict a married woman retaining her wit without jeopardizing
her marriage. As Richardson explored in his novels the possibilities for married women,
he exposed-intentionally or not-fissures in eighteenth-century models of femininity.
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Perhaps Sir Charles Grandison' s ultimate dismissal of Harriet indicates that
Richardson, like Edgeworth, found the humility of the "proper lady" somehow
"provoking." Richardson's need to return to the trope of the "proper lady" in each of his
novels offers some indication of his dissatisfaction with it as a model for the feminine
ideal. And while each of his female heroines loses her voice, Richardson does not force
all of his female characters into silence. As Harriet disappears, Lady G. gains
prominence in Richardson's final novel.
Charlotte G., never one to hide what she thinks, tries to help Harriet hold onto and
realize herself throughout the novel, ultimately retaining all the wit and voice that Harriet
loses. Harriet first introduces Charlotte to the reader as a woman with "dignity in her
aspect; and a very penetrating black eye, with which she does what she pleases ... : Her
mouth is perfectly lovely; and a modest archness appears in her smiles, that makes one
both love and fear her, when she begins to speak" (1: 179). Fed by this penetrating eye
and arch smile, one of Charlotte's sauciest attributes is her curiosity. For example, from
the beginning of her friendship with Harriet, Charlotte insists upon hearing parts of
Harriet's letters (2: 314). She wants to know whom Harriet loves. Prodding Harriet for
information about her love for Sir Charles, Charlotte "looked very archly. She made me
blush. She looked more archly. I blush' d, I believe, a deeper dye. Did I not tell you, Lucy,
that she could do what she pleased with her eyes?" (1: 191). Harriet's fear of Charlotte's
penetration continues throughout the early volumes of the novel, as she ultimately
realizes that Charlotte can, indeed, "read [her] heart in [her] eyes" (2: 272). Charlotte
says, "[W]hen you convince me, that you will not hide, I will convince you, that I will not
seek" (2: 282). Finally, Charlotte and Lady L. draw a confession from Harriet concerning
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her "esteem" for their brother. Harriet writes, "[T]hey railly me not so much as before,
while they thought I affected reserves to them" (3: 12). It seems, then, that it is Harriet's
"affected reserves"-both to herself and to her friend-that fuel Charlotte's curiosity and
teasing.
Yet Charlotte's curiosity and interference persist long after Harriet's confession.
Later, Charlotte tempts Harriet with a letter "not perhaps quite honestly come at" (3: 2)
from Sir Charles to Dr. Bartlett. Despite her own intense interest, Harriet refuses to read
the letter, yet Charlotte continues to tempt her, teasing her by reading "a line or two."
Harriet upholds her resistance, and reports that Charlotte says, "Well, then, I will carry it
back-Shall I? (holding it out to me) Shall I, Harriet?-! will put it back where I had it
Shall I? And twice or thrice went from me, and came back to me, with a provoking
archness in her looks" (3: 3). Perhaps Charlotte teases Harriet here because the heroine is
attempting-very poorly-to pretend to have no interest in Sir Charles's affairs.
Charlotte, known for her own curiosity, here enjoys seeing Harriet's fa�ade of "proper
lady" crack to reveal a natural, human curiosity-both to Charlotte and to Harriet herself,
who admits, "I was ready to yield to the curiosity she had raised: But, recollecting
myself, Be gone, said I: ... I am afraid of myself' (3: 3).
Unlike the reserved "proper lady," Charlotte neither hides nor fears her own
curiosity-in fact, she flaunts it. She does not see natural inquisitiveness as an unworthy
attribute; after all, this curiosity is ultimately what enables her to notice and critique her
social environment. In the novel's final volume, Lady G. admits that she eavesdrops on a
conversation between Clementina and Mrs. Beaumont, claiming that "she could not but
overhear," though Harriet writes to her grandmother that she thought to herself, "You
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were not confined to that closet. You might have retired when their conversation began"
(7: 413). So intrusive is Lady G. that she finds and finishes writing this letter herself.
Lady G. writes at the bottom, "It was with difficulty I procured a sight of this Letter: No
wonder. You see how freely [Harriet] has treated me in it" (7: 417). Lady G.'s playfully
meddlesome behavior, then, remains unchanged even in the last volume, and the fact that
she literally takes over Harriet's letters indicates that her words gain strength as the novel
progresses at the same time that Harriet's lose their power.
Charlotte was not, however, always in control. She herself was once unwittingly
in the position of passive object of observation when "entangled" with Captain Anderson.
The relationship began, it would appear, with Charlotte's own sexual or romantic
curiosity. Captain Anderson seemed like an agreeable man in all respects, including his
writing and understanding; yet after drawing from Charlotte a promise that she "never
would marry any other man without his consent, while he was single" (2: 408), he "lost
his handwriting, and his stile, and even his orthography" (2: 407). In short, Anderson had
hired a scribe to write love letters to Charlotte, and she says, "I trembled to find myself
exposed to his scribe, a man I knew not" (2: 408). Charlotte's curiosity may have inspired
her interest in Captain Anderson, but it was her naivete to the ways of the world that put
her in his power, and it was her own performance of "propriety" that kept her from
seeking help with her "entanglement." Reflecting upon the situation, Sir Charles states,
"Let me say, that women, who would not be exposed, should not put themselves out of
their own power" (2: 412). Indeed, by the time her brother doles out this sage advice,
Charlotte seems to have learned her lesson; she has already begun to endeavor to never
be out of her own power, and her sharp eyes have already honed in on their own object of
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observation: Harriet. And Charlotte's cause, despite appearances, is nobler than mere
mischief.
Though Charlotte's teasing of Harriet may seem idle at times, perhaps even
cruel-especially considering that she, herself, was once in a similarly helpless
position-it is actually, in its own way, virtuous. To Hester Mulso on 24 September
1754, Richardson wrote, "[Charlotte] says very good things (as I have been told); by
accident, perhaps.But what then? If they are good things, they will be good things from
whatever mouth" (Carroll 314). But the "good things" Charlotte says are not really
accidental.Recalling the interrogation scene, in which she made comments to Harriet that
may be construed as impertinent or even unkind, Lady G. defends herself: "Here, said I,
Lady L.is this poor girl aukwardly struggling to conceal what every-body sees ... : Let
us, in pity, relieve her. ... [A]nd the result will be happier for her; because she will then
be under no restraint to us, and her native freedom of heart may again take its course" (4:
415). In effect, then, Charlotte forces Harriet to confess her feelings for Sir Charles for
Harriet's own good-so that she can be her natural self. This may be self justification,
but it is also true; after confessing her love for Sir Charles, the distressed Harriet begins
with evident relief to open her heart to her friends, if not to the man himself. Charlotte
continues throughout the novel to use her own candor, a trait for which Harriet was
initially praised, in an attempt to keep Harriet true both to herself and to her virtue.
Harriet, becoming more affected as the novel progresses-as demonstrated by her
courtship "femalities"-needs the "naughty" Lady G.to check her behavior and keep her
within the bounds of truly virtuous conduct.
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Lady G.'s raillery and scolding, then, are unexpectedly generous; she is
consciously the voice of reason when Harriet loses her own.But it is not for Harriet 's
sake alone that Lady G.attempts to force her to confront and express her own feelings.
Lady G., with her penetrating eye and sharp tongue, is used as a vehicle to challenge and
correct the absurd, and even damaging, eighteenth-century concept of the "proper lady."
Pushed to its extreme, this model for female behavior does no one, Lady G.and her
creator recognized, much good; it serves only to suppress natural emotions and thereby to
deter communication and the formation of happy relationships. Though, as Harriet writes,
Lady G.'s "kittenish disposition" and "love of playfulness" sometimes cause her to
"regard ... not whether it is a China cup, or a cork, that she pats and tosses about" (4:
330), these instances of Lady G.as wise councilor demonstrate that she is much more
than just a vivacious wit; wisdom lies beneath, and even fuels, her roguery.
Lady G., however, sometimes does not want others to know her true intentions.
Aware that she, like Harriet, is always being watched, Lady G.manipulates her
appearance to display only what she wants others to see: an acerbic woman. Early on,
Harriet discovers that there is more to Charlotte than her sauciness.Harriet writes:
I am ready to question what she says, when she speaks any-thing that
some would construe to her disadvantage. She pretends, that she was too
volatile, too gay, too airy, to be confined to sedentary amusements.But I
am told by her maid ... that ...she ...is greatly admired for her wit,
prudence, and obligingness....And ...she is an excellent manager in a
family, finely as she is educated ... : She knows every-thing, and how to
direct what should be done, from the private family-dinner, to a
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sumptuous entertainment: And every day inspects, and approves, or alters,
the bill of fare .... (1: 179-180)
According to this description, Charlotte has much in common with the conventionally
good, "proper lady": an obliging, prudent, and domestic woman. But, as her critique of
the trope through Harriet indicates, Charlotte does not admire nor want to be a "proper
lady." While she is obliging, she is not submissive. In her approach to ideal female
behavior, then, Charlotte admires traditional feminine activities, like managing the home,
but she does not advocate the "femalities" of the "proper lady." In order to give herself
leverage to comment on female behavior, Charlotte affects to be worse than she is, but
her "parade" has certain advantages over that of the "proper lady"; while the fa<;ade of
the "proper lady" is intended to mask natural aspects of femininity by conforming to a
restrictive standard, Charlotte's mask both protects her and enables her ability to speak
out. She must carefully control her image, in other words, in order effectively to deliver
social commentary.
Charlotte, characterized by not just a penetrating eye, but a powerful voice, uses
her wit and words to carefully control her image as an acerbic woman. Because she has
no qualms about seeming rude by disregarding convention, she sometimes even interrupts
others and redirects conversation, as she does to Mrs. Reeves. Mrs. Reeves says that her
husband is well and at home, "and will be rejoiced-" yet Charlotte interrupts, "I know
he will-Why, madam, this our Byron, our Harriet, I should say, looks charmingly! ...
[Sir Charles] did nothing but talk of his new-found sister, from the time he parted with
you" (1: 188). Here, she changes the subject from conventionally affected small-talk to
what she really wants to talk about: Sir Charles's fondness for Harriet. Like Clarissa
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Harlowe's rhetoric, Charlotte's words are powerful and even intimidating, but ultimately,
they are validated as virtuous. Charlotte challenges convention, not only for her own
sake, but for that of the women with whom she is speaking. Going straight to the point
rather than dwelling on "femalities" allows all of the conversationalists the opportunity to
speak what is on their minds without masking their feelings with pleasantries or reserve;
therefore, Charlotte's "parade," paradoxically, facilitates greater honesty and openness
among companions-creating a "public intimacy" (Chico 57) similar to that for which,
early in the novel, the heroine herself is applauded.
At other times, Charlotte manipulates the spoken word in order to trap the "proper
lady" into frankness. When interrogating Harriet over her love of Sir Charles, Charlotte
says, "Is it such a disgraceful thing for a fine girl to be in Love?" Harriet, flustered,
responds, "Who I, I, in Love?" Charlotte laughs and says, "So, Lady L., you see that
Harriet has found herself out to be afine girl!-Disqualify now; can't you, my dear? Tell
fibs. Be affected. Say you are not a fine girl, and-so-forth" (2: 418). A "proper lady"
would affect modesty and claim to be no "fine girl"-in fact, Charlotte recognizes,
"proper ladies" hypocritically "value" themselves upon just this type of behavior. Here,
Charlotte ridicules such conduct as she teases her friend; and as conventional affected
speech is a trait of a conventionally "proper lady," Charlotte's critique of affected speech
is inseparable from her more general critique of the social practice. Once again,
Charlotte's teasing is designed to enable greater frankness among friends.
Charlotte's power and wit are also demonstrated in her saucy letters via the
written, rather than spoken, word. Once a letter is written, Charlotte has learned all too
well from her affair with Captain Anderson, it cannot be taken back. Instead of being
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exposed through the permanence of the written word, Charlotte uses her authorship and
wit to create the mask she chooses to wear, cementing her "naughty" persona in writing.
She writes to Lady L. that Harriet is a mistress of witty qualities, yet "often restrains
them, because she has far more superior ones to value herself upon. And is not this the
case with my brother also?-Not so, I am afraid, with your Charlotte" (5: 517). Seeing
her faults in writing then causes Harriet to fixate on them-just what Charlotte (by now
Lady G.) desires. For example, in a particularly "intolerable passage," she harshly
criticizes her Aunt Nell when she receives a letter from Sir Charles:
[S]he is so proud of the favour-Look you here, niece; Look you here!
But I sha'n't shew you all he writes.... She reads one paragraph, one
sentence, then another-On and off go the spectacles, while she
conjectures, explains, animadverts, applauds; and so goes on till she leaves
not a line unread: Then, folding it up carefully in its cover, puts it in her
Letter or Rib band-case, which shall I call it? For having but few Letters to
put in it, the case is filled with bits and ends of ribbands, and-so-forth ... ;
with intermingledoms of gold-beaters skin, plaisters for a cut finger, for a
chopt lip, a kibe, perhaps for corns; which she dispenses occasionally very
bountifully, and values herself, as we see at such time by a double chin
made triple, for being not unuseful in her generation. (6: 114-115)
Lady G. recognizes how saucy and ill-mannered her description is, and adds, "Chide me,
if you will; the humour's upon me; hang me, if I care .... I have written a long Letter
already; and to what end? Only to expose myself, say you? True enough" (6: 115). Yet
she continues, and, of course, sends the letter to her friend, who she knows will not
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hesitate to scold her for her impertinence. Harriet lives up to the expectation and even
goes so far as to transcribe the letter into two: one composed of the passages "which both
delight and instruct," which Harriet will show to her friends; the "intolerable passages"
comprise the other, which she returns to Lady G. (6: 120). Lady G. herself pretends that it
is possible to separate her virtue from her wit when she claims that she has no better traits
than her wit to value herself upon, but the two cannot actually be separated and retain the
same meaningful impact of the whole: the "intolerable passages" help to instruct the
reader just as much as do the more politely delightful ones. After all, it is the "intolerable
passages" that evoke the most interesting responses, provoking conversations from which
the reader (whether it's Harriet's family or Richardson's audience) can learn. While
Harriet and Lady G.'s critics, like Montagu, attempt to separate wit and virtue, Lady G.
ultimately proves that the characteristics of each thrive when they coexist.
Aside from what she says, Lady G.'s writing style itself is also a conduit for
unreserved self-expression. For example, she consciously uses, and comments on,
Richardson's beloved "to the moment" style: "I love, Harriet, to write to the moment ...
No pathetic without it!" (6: 24). "To the moment" writing, in Richardson's view, helps
establish more genuine emotional connections between writer and audience, and Lady G.
uses this to her advantage when writing saucily.In one particularly humorous instance of
"to the moment" writing, Lady G. records a conversation between Lord G. and Aunt Nell
while she eavesdrops from her aunt's closet:
Hark! He is now, at this very instant, complaining to aunt Nell. Little do
they think, that I am in her closet.... They are really talking of meComplaining-Abominable!- ...But, hush!-Why don't he speak
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louder? He can't be in earnest hurt, if he does not raise his voice.... I
can't hear more than the sound of her broken-toothed voice, mumbling;
and his plaintive hum-drum, whimpering. I will go out in full majesty....
Hem!-Three hems in anger!-And now I burst upon them. (5: 498-499)
Like her writing style, Lady G. is gay, witty, experimental, and assertive, and the
explosiveness of her language underscores her rhetorical power. With her "to the
moment" style, Lady G. makes the reader-even, perhaps, the "proper" reader who might
later scold her for her impertinence-feel the humor of the situation more so than would
be possible with a more conventional style of writing. Lady G. thus prepares the reader to
empathize ("no pathetic without it") with her-to see, as she does, that Aunt Nell and
Lord G. are ridiculous-and, perhaps, more readily to accept the underlying critique of
Lord G. and Aunt Nell that she ultimately delivers. After all, if the reader empathizes
with Lady G., it reveals to the reader that it is not just "naughty" women who find humor
in teasing and criticizing their secretive aunts and husbands.A "proper lady" who finds
amusement in the story allows part of her mask to slip-productive even if she herself is
the only one who notices.
In another instance, Lady G. expresses herself-and the extent of her rhetorical
power-in a letter to Harriet after Lord G. brings her a parrot as a gift. She writes, "I
wonder the poor man did not bring me a Monkey. O! but you'll say, That was needless
You are very smart, Harriet, upon my man" (5: 553). Intriguingly, here Lady G., again,
takes over for Harriet; she puts words into Harriet's mouth, albeit playfully. But her
gesture marks an important shift in the dynamics of the novel. By the end of volume five,
Harriet is becoming increasingly silent as she anticipates Sir Charles's return from
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Italy-and with his return, knowledge of whether or not she will renew her commitment
to the role of "proper lady" by becoming a "proper" wife. Meanwhile, Lady G. 's letters
are gradually becoming more prevalent. By the time that, in the seventh volume, Lady G.
literally takes over Harriet's letter with her own pen, she is the novel's single most
prominent writer: even factoring in the lengthy letter packets from Sir Charles and the
Italians, Lady G. 's letters still consume, both in number and in length, about a fifth of the
last three volumes of the novel. It is her letters that report Harriet's wedding, the
Grandisons' interactions with the Italians when they arrive in England, and, of course, her
own marital exchanges. Lady G., then, ultimately resumes both the power and virtue that
Harriet sacrifices in marriage.
Perhaps Richardson made the saucy Lady G. unexpectedly generous and
ultimately powerful because he based her, at least in part, on his friend Lady Dorothy
Bradshaigh-whose witty side she herself called "Miss Do." Lady Bradshaigh's sister,
Lady Echlin, wrote to Richardson on 12 August 1754, "Pray, Sir, ask Lady B-if she
sees a similarity between Charlotte Grandison and a comical lady, who was formerly
called Miss Do. I discover a strong resemblance in their lively wit and humour"
(Barbauld 5: 15). The resemblance was intentional. For example, the saucy Lady
Bradshaigh often criticized, as does Lady G., old maids. On 12 September 1754,
Richardson wrote to Lady Echlin, "O! how I have scolded [Lady Bradshaigh] for it. That
fault was thrown into Lady G-'s character on purpose (on Lady B-'s account) to be
corrected by Harriet; but to no purpose!" (Barbauld 5: 25). Indeed, even Lady G.'s
account of Aunt Nell's behavior when receiving Sir Charles's letter was based on Lady
Bradshaigh's own experience. Harris explains, "[L]ike the pink and yellow ribbands ... ,
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the letter-case was a detail supplied by Lady Bradshaigh, who suffered considerable
embarrassment when she read the description aloud to her real Aunt Nell" (Richardson,
SCG 505). The two acerbic women were so similar that Lady Bradshaigh granted a
request from Richardson to write a letter as Lady G. Richardson, pleased, called the result
"very Charlottish" (Eaves and Kimpel 412-413).
Despite Richardson's criticism of Lady Bradshaigh's derision for old maids, he
adored her. He wrote, "What a delightful spirit has [Lady Bradshaigh] ! What a charming
vein of humour! Dearly do I love her! Greatly do I admire her! ... Who can think not
quite right things wrong in Lady B-? ... I myself, though I could sometimes beat Miss
Do, see something to be pleased with in that lively girl" (Barbauld 5: 27; 36).This
surprising affection for the acerbic woman did not go unnoticed by Richardson's circle.
Hester Mulso recognized Richardson's fondness for acerbic women and, on 24
September 1754, he reported her claim that he had "a strange partiality for the rattling
creature"-Lady G. (Barbauld 3: 218).
Considering Richardson's choice of relatively "proper" heroines, it may seem
surprising that he was so fond of acerbic women; but not only did Richardson like Lady
G.- he himself was, in some ways, like her. In an undated letter to Mulso, Miss
Highmore commented, of a recent letter written by Richardson, that "all the excellent
vein of raillery of his Lady G-runs through it" (Barbauld 2: 315).Richardson himself
acknowledged his love of raillery, as well; on 7 July 1755, to Lady Echlin, Richardson
wrote that he and Lady Bradshaigh "have worn out our subjects of disputation" and
asked, "Cannot your Ladyship set us into an innocent quarrel?" (Barbauld 5: 49).Aside
from his "Charlottish" love of innocent quarrels, Richardson wrote in an undated letter to
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Lady Bradshaigh that he was "very spiteful sometimes" with "the boldness, the
wickedness, to say severe things against the sex, on purpose to provoke my Lady; and,
with a little art in the provocation, to make her speak, or rather write, in their favour: for
really sometimes she is not near so kind to them as I am" (Barbauld 6: 81). Richardson's
provoking nature, which he displayed most frequently to Lady Bradshaigh, was very
much like Lady G.' s-it was his own "kittenish disposition" and "love of playfulness"
that enticed him to quarrel with his friend, and his own wisdom that induced him to draw
from her arguments in favor of women. Therefore, when Richardson complained that
Harriet is unable to correct Lady G.'s faults, it is important to distinguish that it was

Richardson, not Lady G., who was in charge of writing the novel. Perhaps Richardson
was unable to correct Lady G.'s faults because he did not consider them faults at all.
After all, he had the same "faults," but justified them with claims that they were rooted in
good intentions.
Richardson's ideal, however, is not without her own set of challenges. As
Charlotte is faced with marriage, the most complicated aspect of Richardson's attempt to
square a circle arises: how can an assertive, witty woman marry without losing her
identity in the process? Though Charlotte's sauciness is sometimes beloved by "good"
characters like Harriet and Sir Charles, and even by Richardson himself, her treatment of
Lord G., her suitor and later her husband, is another matter.
Like Anna Howe before her, Charlotte uses her cruelty toward Lord G. in an
attempt to distance herself from him. For example, when Lord G. breaks in upon Harriet
and Charlotte in the study, Charlotte scolds him severely, "as stately as a princess on her
throne" (4: 328). Lord G. is humbled, and, says Harriet, "how little did she make him
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look! ... I was very angry with her, when we were alone" (4: 329). Yet Harriet's anger
does little more than encourage Charlotte's behavior to her suitor.
Marriage does not improve her behavior.Here, at last, Richardson attempts to
tackle the problem he had avoided at the end of Clarissa: just how, exactly, can Anna
Howe and Mr. Hickman find happiness? Lord and Lady G.'s marriage is at first less than
ideal, to say the least.Charlotte from the beginning expresses her reluctance to marry
Lord G. In addition to her objection to his intellectual inferiority, awkward appearance,
and silly hobbies, Charlotte objects to the unnatural shortness of the courtship period. She
explains, "What a duce, to be married to a man in a week's time, with whom I have
quarrell'd every day for a fortnight past .... I thought to have had a month's time, at
least, to look about me, and having treated Lord G.too flippantly, to give him by degrees
some fairer prospects of happiness with me, than hitherto he has had" (4: 315; 317). Yet
Sir Charles insists that Charlotte marry Lord G.as soon as possible, and she finally
acquiesces, allowing the "matrimonial noose" to be "fitted to [her] devoted neck" (4:
322). As her choice of metaphors might indicate, her sauciness does not disappear,
despite Harriet's farfetched hope that "the over-lively mistress will be sunk in the
obliging wife" (4: 316).
Even at the wedding ceremony, Charlotte does not hide her unhappiness with
Lord G. At the altar, Charlotte warns him that he will regret their union. In fact, as the
couple leaves the church, they engage in their first matrimonial quarrel when Lord G.,
against the new Lady G.'s wishes, "gives himself airs" by joining his bride in her coach.
As Lord G.kisses his wife's hand, he says, "This ...is the hand that blessed me." Harriet
observes: "And that, said she, pushing him from her with the other, is the hand that
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repulses your forwardness" (4: 341). Though Harriet obviously proves a more docile
bride, both women face the same problem at the outset of marriage: just as Harriet
distances herself from her husband by keeping her hand-and spirit-lifeless at the altar,
Lady G., always more lively than her friend, literally pushes her new husband away. The
first coach ride Lord and Lady G. take as a married couple, then, marks the beginning not
only of a potentially rocky marriage, but also of a change in Lady G.-a change that
extends beyond her new name. From the beginning of the marriage, in an effort to retain
her identity, Lady G. attempts to carve out space for herself by alienating her husband
both physically, by pushing him away, and emotionally, by publically belittling and
embarrassing him. But, paradoxically, instead of retaining her identity, Lady G. loses the
virtuous deployment of wit that characterize her early in the novel. In attempting to hold
onto her identity so tightly, Lady G. is in danger of becoming yet another in the list of
Richardson's female characters who loses herself in marriage.
Like the carriage squabble, the couple's first "mighty quarrel," which takes place
less than a week after their marriage ceremony, begins with Lord G. invading what Lady
G. considers her own space. Lord G. enters his wife's chamber uninvited and kisses and
embraces her (4: 392). They fight and she sends him away; Lord G. sends for his wife,
and she writes, "I, all obedience . .. obeyed, at the very first word: Yet you must think
that I (meek as I am naturally) could not help recriminating. He was too lordly to be
expostulated with" (4: 394). Lady G., with her supposed "lamblike peaceableness" (4:
394), has a chance to sooth Lord G., but instead further fuels the quarrel: "He would have
made it up with me afterwards; but, no! there was no doing that, ... after he had, by his
violent airs, exposed us both before so many witnesses. In decency, therefore, I was
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obliged to keep it up" (4: 394). Just as Solmes had deliberately used social conventions to
manipulate Clarissa, Lady G.uses the "witnesses" to their acrimony as justification for
her behavior.
This quarrel continues until Harriet visits the pair. Lord G., distressed by how
calm (or "meek") his wife is while he is so upset, asks Harriet to help resolve the matter.
In character, Lady G. flippantly owns her fault and insincerely promises to be a "proper
lady":
My Lord, ... Miss Byron has been telling me more than I knew before of
my duty. She proposes herself one day to make a won-der-ful obedient
wife... . She seems to say, that, now I am married, I must be grave, sage,
and passive: That smiles will hardly become me: That I must be prim and
formal, and reverence my husband .... For the future, if I ever find myself
disposed to be very light-hearted, I will ask your leave before I give way
to it.(4: 400)
Here, overtly-facetious Lady G.mocks the trope of the "proper lady" and acts the part of
Audrey Bilger's "laughing feminist:" a woman, like Frances Burney, Maria Edgeworth,
or Jane Austen, who "use[s] comedy as an outlet for aggression and as a means of social
criticism in [her] [life]" (Laughing Feminism 61-62).Women's laughter, Bilger explains,
is important because the "proper lady" is silent and sullen; she shows her pleasure only
through her submissive smiles. To laugh, therefore, is to break the silence and, in effect,
to break from that passive role. Bilger argues, "[F]emale laughter represent[s] a threat to
the domestic order, an abandonment to pleasure ... .Laughter calls attention to itself in
an aggressive forceful manner, and, within the confines of decorum, it suggests an
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insubordination in proportion to its volume" (23-24 ). And one of Lady G.' s favorite pass
times is laughing-often at her dull-witted, but good, husband. This laughter has the
potential to be productive: laughter, after all, is a universal language that surpasses words
and established ideologies. And yet, as Helene Cixous argues in "The Laugh of the
Medusa," such female expression is "volcanic"; it has the potential "to smash everything,
to shatter the framework of institutions, to blow up the law, to break up the 'truth' with
laughter" (357). In the early days of her marriage, Lady G.' s laughter certainly
"smash[es] everything," yet to no constructive purpose (a volcano both destroys and
becomes a mountain): Lady G. has retained her pre-marital biting wit, but she no longer
uses her wit primarily for virtuous purposes; she uses it instead to assert herself at the
expense of both her husband and, perhaps, her own future happiness.
Harriet expects, during Charlotte's courtship period, that if Charlotte behaves as
flippantly to Lord G. after marriage as before, the result will be mutual unhappiness. But
Charlotte's response is clear: "Happiness, my dear! ... That only is happiness which we
think so.... Your happiness, child, is in the still life. I love not a dead calm: Now a
tempest, now a refreshing breeze, I shall know how to enjoy the difference" (4: 329).
While Charlotte may very well believe her own words, they are nonetheless foreboding;
she is parroting Milton's Satan who, cast from his comfortable home into an alien and
horrid world, attempts to glamorize the situation:
Farewell, happy fields
Where joy forever dwells! Hail, horrors! Hail,
Infernal world! And thou, profoundest Hell,
Receive thy new possessor-one who brings
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A mind not to be changed by place or time.
The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a Heav'n of Hell, a Hell of Heav'n. (Paradise Lost 1: 249-255)
Like Satan, Lady G. has been cast away from her "heaven" (the single state) and thrust
into "Hell" (marriage with a man she finds ridiculous). Her response is to steel her mind:
she will be happy, no matter her situation-and no matter the consequences.
Less than two months after their wedding day, Lord and Lady G. reach a crisis
point: on June 5, the mild Lord G. is so unhinged by his wife's behavior that he turns to
violence.Lady G. recalls, "I said something that set him up; something bordering upon
the whimsical-No matter what. He pranced upon it. I, with my usual meekness, calmly
rebuked him; and then went to my harpsichord: ... Why then he whisked his hat from
under his arm ... ; and silenced, broke, demolished, my poor harpsichord" (5: 502).Lady
G.'s words have become so upsetting to the otherwise peaceful Lord G. that he
uncharacteristically-and inexcusably-destroys the closest thing he can to his wife's
voice without actually harming her physical body.Instead of apologizing for her
antagonism and repenting, Lady G. continues to provoke her desperately angry husband.
At this point, how can Lady G. possibly salvage her marriage? She has been
married for two months and is even more teasing than she was during courtship. Her
husband thinks she despises him, and still, she continues to laugh. Her early marital
struggles reflect Richardson's arduous attempt to realistically reconcile in a woman the
ability to critique social conventions with her place as a virtuous wife. Though the early
days of Lady G.'s marriage are a struggle-after all, she has been thrust into marriage
with a man she hardly knows, let alone loves-she is ultimately triumphant, spending the
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final volumes of the novel reconciling her wit and virtue. Therefore, when Sarah Fielding
asked Richardson, "[W]hy should [Lady G.'s] wit and liveliness excuse her insolence?"
(Barbauld 2: 70), the unspoken answer is that her wit and liveliness should excuse her
insolence because they are ultimately the vehicles for her constructive social criticism,
her feminism, and-in essence-her virtue.
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Chapter Three
The Acerbic Mother: Lady G.'s Power in Marriage and Maternity

There seems to be little hope for the successful marriage of Lord and Lady G.
when Lady G. 's flippancy continues even after her husband, in a fit ofrage, destroys her
harpsichord. Instead ofapologizing for her antagonism, Lady G., when Lord G. returns,
again revives the quarrel about the house he purchased without consulting her. (It is
worth considering the verbal thrashing Lord G. might have received had he consulted his
wife in this matter.) Knowing the desperate agitation ofher husband, she facetiously says,
"My Lord, to be sure, has dominion over his bird. He can choose her cage. She has
nothing to do, but sit and sing in it-when her instrument is mended, and in tune" (5:
503-504). Lord G., on the other hand, has nothing to do but wordlessly "withdr[aw] in a
wrath" (5: 504).
Lady G.'s constant raillery, then, both alienates and silences her husband. She has
indulged her penchant for wit to the point that she can no longer meaningfully
communicate with Lord G. or he with her. The more she talks, the less her husband
understands her; she eventually drowns him out altogether, leaving no space for him in
the marriage. Lady G.'s verbal abuse and Lord G.'s resulting physical violence hint at the
tragic potential of a marriage grounded in ineffective communication.
Yet Lady G.'s goal is not to silence Lord G., but to maintain her own voice. She
has become excessively provoking and vocal because she is afraid oflosing her identity
in marriage and being silenced, like the "proper" Harriet. When Harriet gets married,
Lady G. must explain to Emily why the new bride is so silent:
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Sorry! No, my Love! But a change of condition for life! New attachments!
A new course of life! Her name sunk, and lost! The property, person and
will, of another, excellent as the man is; obliged to go to a new house; to
be ingrafted into a new family; to leave her own, who so dearly love her;
an irrevocable destiny! (6: 234-235)
It was understood that an eighteenth-century woman would sacrifice, at least in large
measure, her pre-marital identity when she became a wife. As Mary Astell writes in Some
Reflections Upon Marriage, a woman "has no reason to be fond of being a Wife, or to
reckon it a piece of Preferment when she is taken to be a Man's Upper-Servant" (89). A
woman who chooses to marry, says Astell, "suffers a continual martyrdom," and her first
sacrifice in marriage is of her identity; she is known only by her marital status and the
identity of her husband, as the feminine ideal of the period prescribed. As John Sprint, a
Dorsetshire clergyman, recommended in his sermon on 11 May 1699, "'A good wife
should be like a Mirrour which hath no image of its own, but receives its stamp from the
face that looks into it"' (quoted in Poovey, 3). Lady G., rebelling against this prescriptive
ideal, uses her wit to ensure that she is seen not as her husband's vassal but as an
ungovernable woman with an identity of her own. In avoiding becoming a "proper" wife,
however, Lady G. unwittingly impersonates the other popular female stereotype of the
day: the harpy. In doing so, she paradoxically loses touch with other aspects of her
identity, like her wisdom and good-nature. Her efforts at self-protection, in other words,
result in a type of self-parody, as her constant raillery alienates her not only from her
husband, but from her true self, as well.
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Yet, ultimately, Lady G. reforms. She helps Lord G. to understand her wit, and he
even manages his own witty retorts during their jesting. Despite the "unsuitability" of the
match and the rough beginning of their marriage, Lord and Lady G. become a
communicative, companionate couple. Both retain their identities and form a comfortable
union. For her part, Lady G. undergoes a journey of self-discovery through marriage and,
eventually, motherhood, while in the end holding on to her "wicked wit." Ultimately,
Lady G. is the novel's truly ideal woman. She stands as Richardson's only in-depth
representation of a mother (in any of his novels) who retains her identity after marriage
and pregnancy. While Harriet may be Richardson's "good girl," it is Lady G. who is his
"good woman."
In order to become Richardson's "good woman," the headstrong Lady G. must
first create a meaningful relationship with a husband she does not, at least initially, love.
This would have been especially pertinent to Richardson's contemporary audience, as,
according to Lawrence Stone in The Family, Sex, and Marriage in England,
companionate marriages-based on mutual friendship or love-were becoming
increasingly prevalent in the mid-eighteenth century (327). Lord G. loves his wife even
before their union, but Lady G. has married a man to whom she is little more than
indifferent: she tells her Aunt Nell, "I can't say I have a very profound reverence for
him ....But had I despised him in my heart, I should have thought myself a very bad
creature for going to church with him" (5: 505). In some ways, Lady G.'s lack of passion
for her husband would not have been undesirable. In A Father's Legacy to his Daughters
( 1797), Dr. John Gregory writes, "A man of taste and delicacy marries a woman because
he loves her more than any other. A woman of equal taste and delicacy marries him
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because she esteems him, and because he gives her that preference....Violent love
cannot subsist ... on both sides" (23-25).According to eighteenth-century standards, it is
the husband's place to choose a woman to love; it is the woman's place to accept him.
She should do so gratefully, yet she should not, writes Amanda Vickery in The
Gentleman's Daughter, feel an "immoderate passion" for him, either (41 ). Eighteenth

century moralists worried about the danger of young women feeling "violent love" for a
man, yet in the early days of marriage, Lady G. represents the converse problem of a
woman feeling too little passion for her husband; she does not even "esteem" him.
Lady G.'s reformation begins shortly after the destruction of her harpsichord. The
violent nature of the harpsichord scene leads Lois A.Chaber to argue that Lady G. is
reformed through fear of her husband ('"This Affecting Subject"' 243).Though this
uncharacteristic violence may have initially startled Lady G., her reformation is not
simply a reaction out of fear.Lady G. reforms because she realizes that her fun with Lord
G.may be jeopardizing her ultimate marital contentment; "any other man but would see I
was at play with him, and would play again" (5: 502), she argues, but Lord G.does not
understand her raillery.He is used to seeing women in relation to their "type": either a
"proper lady" or a virago; and if she acts the part of virago, then to Lord G., his wife must
certainly be one. Hence, in his frustration with his "improper" wife, whom he thinks must
despise him to treat him so flippantly, he becomes physically violent.This perversion of
communication-both her teasing and his violence-threatens the couple's future
happiness. On 5 June, the same day that Lord G. destroys her harpsichord, Lady G.
reports the beginning of her reformation, and she tells her husband, "[A]ssure yourself of
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the first place in my heart" (5: 509).Eleven days later, she explains the rationale of her
reformation to her sister:
'Charlotte, thought I, what are you about? You mean not to continue for
ever your playful folly. You have no malice, no wickedness, in your
sauciness; only a little levity: It may grow into habit-Make your retreat
while you can with honour; before you harden the man's heart, and find
your reformation a matter of indifference to him....At present the honest
man loves you.He has no vices....A weak man, if you suppose him
weak, made a tyrant, will be an insupportable thing.... My wit will be
thought folly ....I will be good of choice, and make my duty received as a
favour.' I have traveled a great way in the road of perverseness. I see
briars, thorns, and a pathless track, before me.I may be benighted: The
day is far gone. Serpents may be in the brakes.I will get home as fast as I
can; and rejoice every one, who now only wonder what is become of me.
(5: 518-519)
In this passage, Lady G.' s use of terms like "tyrant" and "duty" draws parallels between
the marital and political contracts.Thinking, perhaps, of John Locke's social contract
theory, Lady G.deliberately adopts the role of virago in the early days of her marriage in
order to call attention to her agency, and her power to rebel, in the relationship. As Locke
argues in his Second Treatise of Civil Government (1690), sovereigns derive their power
from consent of the governed; if the sovereigns "endeavour to grasp themselves ... an
absolute power over the lives, liberties, and estates of the people; by this breach of trust
they forfeit the power the people had put into their hands for quite contrary ends, and it
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devolves to the people, who have a right to resume their original liberty" (378). Yet if
Lady G. is, in this passage, referring to Locke's social contract theory, she now
recognizes that her overly-assertive behavior in the beginning of her marriage is
unfounded and that she has unnecessarily driven a wedge between herself and her
husband. Despite Lady G.'s early accusations, Lord G. has not attempted to hold
"dominion over his bird" (5: 503); as Lady G. notes in this passage, he is not a tyrant
but her unruly behavior may drive him to tyranny. In an attempt to claim power in the
relationship, Lady G. has herself, in essence, violated the contract. She now recognizes
the seriousness of her situation; she cannot pretend forever, like Milton's Satan, that all it
takes is the proper mindset to make a "Heav' n of Hell" (Paradise Lost 1: 255): she must
acknowledge that "[s]erpents may be in the brakes" and she must "retreat" to avoid
disaster. In part, then, she is making a virtue of necessity by reforming for strategic
purposes: her husband has not yet violated the marital contract, and so preserving the
marriage is Lady G.'s "irrevocable destiny" (6: 235); she might as well make it bearable.
Yet her retreat is motivated by more than cold strategy. As Lady G. recognizes the
seriousness of her marital problems, she gains a new level of awareness of herself as a
wife, as well as a better understanding of her feelings toward Lord G. There is, after all,
an underlying emotional reason for her retreat: she does not want to "harden the man's
heart" against her. As she begins to recognize that Lord G. is a good man, one who, when
unprovoked, does not seek to control his wife, she begins to value his affection for her,
even if she cannot yet reciprocate.
Lady G.'s reformation is an important milestone in her understanding of herself
and of her marriage. Her reformation returns her to her path of virtuous wit from the path
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of verbal cruelty-and gives Lord G.room to join her. Directly after the couple's
marriage, their first squabble occurs in the coach, when the new Lady G. pushes her
husband's hand away; intriguingly, the first moment of the couple's true union also takes
place during a literal journey. Immediately after the harpsichord quarrel, Lady G. invites
her husband to go with her to visit Harriet at Northamptonshire.Lord G. is astonished by
her inclusive gesture, yet while being what she "ought to be" in reaching out to her
husband, Lady G. couples her kindness with a pointed caveat: "I must have my jest" (5:
509). In reforming, she has decided to forgo abject meanness as well as over-emphasis of
her agency, but she has not forfeited her raillery and wit: instead, she simply wants Lord
G. to understand that it is raillery and wit-and that it is, or at least will be in the future,
good-natured. Lady G.must teach Lord G.-and remind herself-that wit and virtue are
not mutually exclusive, and, indeed, that her wit is necessary to her virtue.
The success of her efforts may be traced in her letters beginning with the end of
volume 5. Lady G. reports to her sister: "My Lord and I were Dear, Love, and Life, all
the journey" to Northamptonshire (5: 514). The two are finally "on a foot of good
understanding with each other" (5: 514). Lady G. now, she writes, "can call him honest
man, or any names, that lately would have made him prance and caper; and he takes
every-thing kindly: Nay, two or three times he called me honest woman; but laughed and
looked round him at the time, as if he were conscious that he had made a bold, as well as
witty retort" (5: 514).The couple's happy carriage scene echoes an undated passage
Richardson himself wrote about marriage to Lady Bradshaigh:
I have compared marriage, even where not unhappy, to a journey in a
stage coach, six passengers in it. Very uneasily they sit at first .... But
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when the vehicle moves on, a hearty jolt or two in a rugged way settles
them.Then they begin to open lips and countenances, ... assume
consequence, and endeavour placidly to keep up the consequence they
assume, and are all of a family. I believe no two ever came together who
had not each ... some little matter they wished to be mended ... ; that had
not some few jolts as I may call them. The first six, eight, or ten months,
may probably pass in settling each to the other their minds .. .. Then love
(the intenser, the truer love) increases, if each be satisfied in each other's
love.(Barbauld 4: 229-231)
Richardson-himself twice married-understood that even the happiest of couples were
probably uncomfortable with one another in the beginning of their relationship.Lord and
Lady G.sit "[ v]ery uneasily" from the outset of their marriage; she attempts to deny her
new husband entrance into her coach and spends the following months pushing him away
from her. These "hearty jolts" the two experience ultimately help to "settle them." Truly
communicating with a stranger one has married, much like talking to a stranger on a long
coach ride, may be awkward and feel unnatural at first, Richardson suggests; yet the ride
will be smoother if the passengers begin to communicate and form a meaningful
relationship.
And, indeed, Lord and Lady G.eventually form a meaningful companionship
when Lady G.begins to reciprocate her husband's love. Less than two months after Lady
G.'s reformation, Lord G.is taken ill. Lady G. writes, "The first reflexion that crossed
me, when he was at worst, was this-What a wretch was I, to vex this poor man as I have
done! I find, I have more Love for Lord G. than I thought I had, or could have, for any
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man!" (5: 545). Yet when Lord G. recovers and Lady G. discovers that his illness was
merely an "oddity" with which he had been troubled since childhood, she wittily writes:
For better andfor worse!-A cheat!-He should have told me that he had
been subject to such an infirrnity!-And then, from his apprehended fits,
tho' involuntary, I should have claimed allowance for my real, tho' very
wilful ones. In which, however, I cheated not him. He saw me in them
many and many a good time, before marriage. (5: 545)
In spite of her wit, Lady G. has "exposed [her]self' and her affection for Lord G.; the
couple has thus gone from a crisis-point to the beginning of a union with affection on
both sides. They have learned to accommodate each other in order to form a comfortable
companionship, and, significantly, Lady G. has sacrificed neither her agency nor her wit
in the process.
The next logical step in the couple's journey, after embracing marital felicity, is
pregnancy-a physical sign of their unity. The fact that Lady G., according to Chaber,
probably becomes pregnant at the end of June (243) after her 8 June reformation is
especially important because of eighteenth century notions of conception: in "Embarking
on a Rough Passage: The Experience of Pregnancy in Early-Modern Society," Linda
Pollock explains that "the prevailing belief [was] that a woman's pleasure during
intercourse was essential to conception" ( 40). Therefore, pregnancy was an "affirmation
of the contentment of the two parties involved" (Pollock 40). Lady G. 's pregnancy, then,
suggests her growing affection, perhaps even passion, for her husband, reinforcing the
notion that the couple has found marital contentment. Additionally, pregnancy
complicates Lady G. 's role as Richardson's progressive feminine ideal. Just as when she
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marries, Lady G. risks losing her witty identity and becoming a "proper lady" when she
becomes pregnant; yet, as with her approach to finding marital happiness, Lady G.
discovers that maternal harmony depends upon departing from rigid eighteenth-century
female roles. Becoming the ideal Richardsonian woman requires that Lady G. abandon
the traditional approach to marriage and motherhood and embrace her own identity, one
with room for marriage, motherhood-and wit.
Lady G.'s penchant for raillery may seem to indicate that she will be an unhappy,
perhaps even an unnatural, mother. She seems so eagerly contrarian for much of the
novel that it is difficult, at first, to imagine her adapting to motherhood. In point of fact,
however, a natural caregiver is the first impression of Charlotte that the novel offers: the
reader first meets her when she is caring for Harriet after Sir Charles rescues her from
Hargrave. Harriet, Charlotte writes, "was so full of terror, on every one's coming in her
sight, that I would not suffer any-body to attend her but myself' (1: 136). Though a
gentle caregiver, Charlotte expresses her natural vivacity while nurturing Harriet. Mr.
Reeves writes of Charlotte, "She whispered me, that the doctor had expressed fears for
[Harriet's] head, if she were not kept quiet. Then raising her voice, Your cousin's
gratitude, Mr. Reeves, is excessive. You must allow me, smiling, to beat her" (1: 134).
Though Charlotte's role in the novel begins as a witty yet kind caregiver, it is easy to
forget this role as her raillery takes over; her spirit becomes more vivacious as Harriet's
health improves, and, in response, the cares of Charlotte's own heart lighten.
Despite her underlying nurturing personality, Lady G. does not at first appear to
be an eager mother: she expresses a reasonable fear of pregnancy. Though only one in
one hundred pregnancies resulted in maternal mortality, Pollock writes, "it is still
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possible that childbirth was imbued with dread. Childbirth was a very conspicuous single
cause of mortality and a fate which a prospective mother had several long months to
contemplate" ("Embarking" 47). For example, after being disappointingly childless for
the first four years of her marriage to German author Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, Meta
Klopstock wrote to Richardson on 26 August 1758, "I am in full hope to be mother in the
month of November. The little preparations for my child and child-bed (and they are so
dear to me!) have taken so much time, that I could not answer your letter .... When I
have my ... child, I will write you more (if God gives me health and life)" (Barbauld 3:
156-157). On 21 December 1758, Richardson received a letter informing him that Mrs.
Klopstock "died in a very dreadful manner in child-bed" (Barbauld 3: 158). Yet childbed
mortality was not the only hazard of childbirth, as Richardson knew well. Not only did
Richardson lose six sons and two daughters from early deaths, but he also lost his first
wife after she gave birth: as he wrote in an undated letter to Lady Bradshaigh, "[T]he
death of one of [the children], I doubt, accelerat[ed] from grief, that of the otherwise
laudably afflicted mother" (Barbauld 4: 227). In addition to such grief, there were other
post-partum dangers facing the eighteenth-century woman. Pollock says, "Even if the
delivery was problem-free, there were still hazards from infection, haemorrhaging and
eclampsia to negotiate, and before the introduction of chloroform and ether in the mid
nineteenth century, there were no effective methods of pain relief' (A Lasting
Relationship 19). Hence, it is understandable that even Lady G. becomes "the veriest
coward" (7: 358) when faced with childbirth.
Lady G. does not express her fear immediately; on 24 July, she hints of her
pregnancy to Lady L.: "In a few months time I shall be as grave as a cat, I suppose: But
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the sorry fellow knows nothing of the matter as yet" (5: 545). When her due date
approaches, however, Lady G. becomes more apprehensive; though Lady L. "begs and
prays" of her to stay with her during her own delivery, Lady G. refuses to attend her
terrified sister because, she writes, "I can ...only increase my own apprehensions, if I
am with her" (6: 199).Then, on 27 November, after Lady L.'s childbirth, Lady G. writes
to Lucy, "[A]ll these nursery memento's how do they sadden and mortify me! The word
mother, what a solemn sound has it to me now; Caroline's situation before me!-But,
come, the evil day is at distance; Who's afraid?" (7: 261).Lady G.'s fear intensifies as
"the evil day" approaches, but her wit and vivacity remain.
On 4 March, twenty-five days before her 29 March delivery, Lady G. frantically,
though in her "usual stile," writes a note to Mrs.Selby announcing her impending labor.
When a woman is planning to be married, Lady G.writes, she is most envied among her
unmarried friends.Yet, she continues:
Ah silly maidens! if you could look three yards from your noses, you
would pity, instead of envying, the milk-white heifer dressed in ribbands,
and just ready to be led to sacrifice.Well, then, what comes next? Why,
poor soul, in a few months, by the time perhaps her gratulatory visits are
half paid her, begins to find apprehension take place of security. Then are
she and all her virgins employed in the wretchedest trifles- ... And the
poor fools, wrapping up their jewels in cotton, ... cover the decked-out
milk-white bed with their baby things.... And to this is your Charlotte
reduced!-Aunt Selby, Lucy, come early, that I may shew you my baby
things!-0 dear! 0 dear! 0 dear! (7: 358).
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Lady G.'s letter is, of course, imbued with apprehension. Chaber writes, "The colour
white ominously connects the doomed, dumb heifer with the virgin bride, the bedsheets
where sex takes place, and the resulting baby. The baby clothes, replacing the retired
jewels, have become a memento mori" (233). These would not have been unusual
feelings for an expectant mother; after all, says Pollock, "Arrangements for an
approaching confinement ... included not only organizing a midwife, a nurse and baby
clothes, but also a period of mental preparation for the ordeal which lay ahead,"
oftentimes including a decision of who would care for the family in case the mother died
during labor (A Lasting Relationship 20). Richardson acknowledges this morbid
possibility in Pamela, as well; the heroine gives Miss Darnford a letter, "seal'd with
black Wax," to deliver to Mr. B. "if she dies" during labor (4: 125). Unlike Pamela's
note, however, there is more to Lady G.'s note than simply the expression of fear: the
note is written in her "usual stile," witty and darkly humorous as she reflects on this
change in her life-and the potential for this to be the end of her life. As Deborah D.
Rogers says in "Eighteenth-Century Literary Depictions of Childbirth in the Historical
Context of Mutilation and Mortality," "Anticipating the risks of childbirth helped define
women's sense of themselves, their expectations, and their limitations" (317). In this
way, then, Lady G. uses the fear in her note to explore the new, maternal facet of her
identity while she simultaneously expresses her characteristic wit. This is one of Lady
G.'s most honest passages, wherein she demonstrates the complexity of her identity
through a combination of wit and deep emotions.
Though Lady G. has not lost her wit, maternity nevertheless remains a potential
form of erasure-of either life or identity. After all, even if a woman survives childbirth,
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to become pregnant changes her. She is still herself, yet within her body lives another;
she is both herself and Other. As Simone de Beauvoir explains the paradox in The Second
Sex:
[P]regnancy is above all a drama playing itself out in the woman between
her and herself. She experiences it both as an enrichment and a mutilation;
the fetus is part of her body, and it is a parasite exploiting her; she
possesses it, and she is possessed by it; it encapsulates the whole future,
and in carrying it, she feels as vast as the world; but this very richness
annihilates her, she has the impression of not being anything else. A new
existence is going to manifest itself and justify her own existence, she is
proud of it; but she also feels like the plaything of obscure forces, she is
tossed about, assaulted. (538)
In addition to this timeless biological paradox, eighteenth-century English society further
compromised a pregnant woman's identity through social isolation. During pregnancy,
the mother-to-be was expected to take care not to over-exert herself and could not ride
the bumpy roads to visit friends for fear of miscarriage. After the delivery, she would
have been occupied with her infant and still could not go abroad. According to Pollock,
the mother "was expected to spend two weeks in bed and a further two weeks in the
house before resuming her normal work and social life" (A Lasting Relationship 20).
Lady L., for example, though otherwise "very happy" with motherhood, "repines," writes
Lady G., "that she can't be present on this new bustle in the farnily"-her brother's.
wedding (6: 202). Lady L., explains Lady G., "has no variety before her! All one dull
chamber-scene, hourly acted over again" (6: 254). For her, Chaber writes, "Traditional
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social merriment has been replaced by social deprivation" (201). In this light, pregnancy
and motherhood may seem more like punishment and social erasure than emotional
enrichment.
When Lady G.'s own confinement comes around, she is vocally disgruntled. A
month before delivery, Lady G. writes, she had been "depressed ... on finding myself,
like any common woman, confined to my chamber, while every other mouth sang O be
joyful; and one was preparing, another had set out, and half a score more were actually
got to dear Grandison-hall. I bit my lip, and raved at the wretch to whom I attributed my
durance" (7: 402). Just as Lady L. is confined during Sir Charles's wedding, Lady G.
must stay at home while her friends-and her husband-enjoy the company of Sir
Charles's Italian friends. Lady G. might not mind her pregnancy so much if she alone
were not confined. She writes:
These vile men! I believe I shall hate them all. Did they partake-But not
half so grateful as the blackbirds: They rather look big with insolence,
then perch near, and sing a song to comfort the poor souls they have so
dreadfully mortified. Other birds, as I have observed (sparrows in
particular), sit hour and hour, he's and she's, in turn, and I have seen the
hen, when her rogue has stayed too long, rattle at him, while he circles
about her with sweeping wings ... as much as to say, I beg your pardon,
love-I was forced to go a great way off for my dinner.-Sirrr-rah! I have
thought she has said, in an unforgiving accent- Do your duty now-Sit
close-Peep, peep, peep-I will, I will, I will-Away she has skimmed,
and returned to relieve him-when she thought fit. (6: 117)
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In human beings, Lady G. laments, the burden of pregnancy is not shared: the female is
burdened with the physical ordeal of reproduction. (Lord G. cannot, sparrow-like, sit on
an egg for his wife.) What most bothers Lady G., however, is that society further
separates the sexes through female isolation. The expectant mother is confined during her
pregnancy, yet the father need not share in her "mortification"-and so he enjoys the
company and conversation of which she is now deprived.
As Lady G. disappears from her social circle during confinement, she almost
entirely vanishes from the text, as well. If Lady G. 's narrative were to end there, with the
silence of her confinement, it would be safe to assume, as Tassie Gwilliam does in
Samuel Richardson's Fictions of Gender, that Lady G.'s pregnancy is punishment for her
wit. According to Gwilliam, Lady G. "must be 'matronized' and domesticated to pay for
her energetic mockery of her husband" (121). But while it is undoubtedly true that Lady
G. becomes "matronized," I would suggest that she ultimately does not lose her identity
through "domestication." Though Lady G. is confined during the early days of
motherhood, she very soon breaks free. Shortly after childbirth, she writes to Harriet, "I
AM very well-What's the matter with the women!-I will write!-Fifteen days
controul and caudle-Why surely!-They are impertinent, my dear; and would take my
pen and ink from me!" (7: 402). She rebels against what Deborah D. Rogers calls "a
culture in which women were regarded as passive agents" in the "birthing process,"
during which "parturient women were treated like helpless children, unable to make
decisions" (310). Lady G., Richardson's "Good Woman," is precisely the exception.
Indeed, against everyone else's wishes, she even travels to visit her friends soon after her
lying-in. Harriet writes to Mrs. Shirley, "Ungovernable Charlotte! Her month but just up!
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We have all blamed her" (7: 412). Yet Lady G. is unapologetically happy to see her
friends. When Harriet sees Lady G., she is astounded; Harriet reports, "She is all vivacity,
as heretofore; but no flippancy.Her liveliness, in the main, is that of a sensible, not a very
saucy wife, entirely satisfied with herself, her situation and prospects" (7: 412). Though
Lady G. temporarily disappears from the text-and from her circle of friends-in the late
days of her pregnancy, she returns after delivery as lively as-and perhaps happier
than-ever.
Though Lady G. expresses nervous and half-joking hostility toward her husband
during pregnancy, motherhood quickly returns the couple to matrimonial felicity; in fact,
Lord and Lady G. become closer than ever when they arrive at Grandison-hall with infant
Harriet. The potential for familial happiness, however, is endangered nineteen days
before Harriet reports the couple's conjugal felicity. Lord G. enters, without permission,
Lady G.'s chamber when she is "[i]n an act that confessed the mother, the whole
mother!-Little Harriet at my breast; or, at my neck, I believe I should say." This
surprises Lady G., because she had hidden from her husband that she nursed, "for," she
writes, "I intended that he should know nothing of the matter, nor that I would ever be so
condescending.... I was half-ashamed of my tenderness" (7: 402-403). She knew that
Lord G.would approve, as "Lady Gertrude had taught him to wish that a mother would
be a mother" (7: 403), yet she does not want him to know about her "tenderness." This
moment is an exemplary instance of Richardson's psychological realism: Lady G.and
her husband reconcile their differences before pregnancy, yet a radical shift in their
interactions would be unrealistic. Though more than nine months have passed since their
reconciliation and her reformation, it would be unrealistic for her to comfortably allow
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her husband to witness her in such a vulnerable state; "reformation ...cannot ...be ...
a sudden thing" for her (as Richardson noted in a letter of 6 October 1748 to Lady
Bradshaigh [Barbauld 4: 190]); she needs time to become more at ease with her husband.
Lady G.'s initial discomfort at being witnessed nursing is apparent, and her
response is in keeping with her former harsh treatment of her husband: "I was ready to let
the little Leech drop from my arms-O wretch! screamed I-Begone!-begone!" (7:
403). Lord G., however, is ecstatic, and in his surprised happiness, says, "Let me see you
clasp the precious gift ... to that lovely bosom-The wretch (trembling however) pulled
aside my handkerchief.I try 'd to scold; but was forced to press the little thing to me, to
supply the place of the handkerchief' (7: 403). This scene initially seems, as Chaber says,
"permeated with ... signs of loss, mutilation, and impotence" (247).Lady G.'s body and
emotions have been exposed. Chaber argues, "Lord G.'s invasion of Charlotte's private
space, a motif highlighted throughout their marriage, has heretofore been strongly
resisted and resented by Charlotte, but in this instance her husband wins a significant
victory because, despite initial protests, she eventually submits to his approving gaze"
(245). Chaber even argues that Lady G.'s nursing is like Mr.B.'s refusal to allow Pamela
to nurse in that it "culminate[s] in female subordination and disintegration;" the two
characters, Chaber continues, "suffer psychic mutilations that entail loss of power and
identity" (238). After all, Lord G.says, "O my Charlotte! Never, never more shall it be in
your power to make me so far forget myself, as to be angry!" (7: 403).This seems not to
be the response Lady G. desires: "Then you will ruin, absolutely ruin, mel-What shall I
do-for my Roguery?-...Impossible ... to retain it, if it lose its wonted power over
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you" (7: 403-404). Even in the moment, Lady G. recognizes that she has lost some power
over her husband.
But it is important to pay attention to tone here; he is being hyperbolic, while she
is being mock-serious. Of course he will be angry again (to a point); of course she will
continue to practice her "Roguery" (to a degree). To focus exclusively on what is lost in
this scene is to miss what is gained: Lady G. has lost some of her privacy, but she has
gained a felicitous marriage and the satisfaction of motherhood.
Twentieth-century critics have tended to see Lady G.'s nursing itself as an act of
subservience-a sacrifice, perhaps, for a tolerable married life.In "Colonizing the
Breast," Ruth Perry argues, "In Richardson's last novel, breast-feeding brings the lively
woman to heel ....[B]y the time of Sir Charles Grandison, a woman's wifely obedience
was guaranteed by her reproductive services, her willingness to undertake the lowly task
of nursing her own child" (230). Yet nursing need not be understood as a "lowly task,"
and in choosing to nurse, Lady G. gains a new type of power. To take a striking
contemporary example, Mary Wollstonecraft-sometimes called the "mother of
feminism"-would have been perplexed by the anachronistic arguments against nursing
by twentieth-century feminists like Chaber and Perry. Wollstonecraft found in a woman's
capacity to nurse her child the biological grounds for her own arguments on behalf of her
sex. In A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), she writes, "[T]he care of children
in their infancy is one of the grand duties annexed to the female character by nature"
(227). This task is not "lowly," but "grand" and natural. Wollstonecraft continues:
[A mother's] parental affection, indeed, scarcely deserves the name, when
it does not lead her to suckle her children, because the discharge of this
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duty is equally calculated to inspire maternal and filial affection; and it is
the indispensable duty of men and women to fulfil the duties which give
birth to affections that are the surest preservatives against vice....
[A]ffections must grow out of the habitual exercise of a mutual sympathy;
and what sympathy does a mother exercise who sends her babe to a nurse
... ? (165)
In nursing, Lady G. embraces a biologically natural part of her identity. She is able to use
the body that was confined during pregnancy to expand her own identity, range of
experience, and influence over her child's character and behavior. Embracing this
naturally feminist facet of maternity is an empowering-not limiting- aspect of
womanhood.
While motherhood was generally portrayed sentimentally as self-sacrificing by
the middle of the eighteenth century (Perry, "Colonizing the Breast" 214), Lady G.
refuses to limit herself to a restrictive identity in which she can be either "herself' or a
"mother;" she is both.Though her motherhood is virtuous, it is not self-sacrificial-to the
contrary, Lady G. uses her role as mother to extend her own identity. In addition to
Wollstonecraft's notion of the influence a woman has over her child via the nursing bond,
a common eighteenth-century belief was that the breast milk itself granted mothers the
power of influence.Medical practitioners believed that breast milk "transmitted one's
essential nature" (Perry, "Colonizing the Breast" 222)-hence Pamela's fear for her
child's character when Mr.B. insists upon hiring a stranger as a wet nurse. While Pamela
does not have the opportunity to influence her child through breastfeeding, Lady G. does.
Thus, just as Lady G. uses her wit and wisdom to impose her own character on Harriet
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Byron, she now has the opportunity to use her character to influence her own "little
Harriet," who might otherwise become another misguided "proper lady."
Perhaps Lady G. is a good mother, not despite her wit, independence and voice,
but because she is a powerful acerbic woman. Wollstonecraft argues that women of
independence and understanding make better mothers and wives than "proper ladies"
the more passive, sometimes ignorant wives favored by society:
To be a good mother-a woman must have sense, and that independence
of mind which few women possess who are taught to depend entirely on
their husbands. Meek wives are, in general, foolish mothers .... [U]nless
the understanding of woman be enlarged, and her character rendered more
firm, by being allowed to govern her own conduct, she will never have
sufficient sense or command of temper to manage her children properly.

(165)
While women with "early imbibed notions of passive obedience" do not have "sufficient
character to manage a family or educate children" (Wollstonecraft 36), the acerbic
woman, with her independent identity and strong understanding, has the potential,
Wollstonecraft believed, to "be a good mother," precisely because her personality does
not depend on her husband's; she is a stable force who will rely on her own
understanding and will, not only her partner's, when making decisions about her child.
Ultimately, both Lord and Lady G. are happy with the outcome of the
breastfeeding discovery. Lady G. complains about losing her roguish power over her
Lord, but very quickly afterwards says, without hesitation, that little Harriet will
accompany the couple to Grandison-hall, and "[t]he infant is the cement between us; and
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we will for the future be every day more worthy of that, and of each other" (7: 404).
Wollstonecraft echoes this sentiment; she considers breastfeeding a "natural way of
cementing the matrimonial tie," as "[c]old would be the heart of a husband . . . who did
not feel more delight at seeing his child suckled by its mother, than the most artful
wanton tricks could ever raise" (214). Mr. B. would not accept Pamela's nursing because
of the impact it would have on his own sexuality and comfort, yet Lord G. acknowledges
and even celebrates the fact that his wife's body is meaningful in ways that supersede
sexuality alone. Now that Lord and Lady G. are no longer engaged in a struggle over
marital dominance, they complement and support each other. As Harriet reports, Lady G.
is still vivacious and saucy, but she is also "sensible;" likewise, writes Harriet, "My Lord
appears, even in [Lady G.'s] company, now that his wife has given him his due
consequence, a manly, sensible man" (7: 412). The partners see and treat each other fairly
and are finally "on a foot of good understanding with each other" (5: 514); they are a
happy, companionate couple-Richardson's marital ideal. This marital ideal is
unattainable if the wife is more like a Harriet than a Lady G.; a woman must be assertive,
though not domineering, in her partnership in order to enjoy companionate matrimony
and in order to be a good mother. But this marital ideal depends upon more than the wife
alone; it depends, too, upon her husband's acceptance of his wife as an equal. Lord G.'s
pleasure in Lady G.'s decision to nurse suggests his progressive, selfless support for her,
both as a woman with a decision-making capacity of her own and as a mother.
The scene in which Lord G. discovers-and rejoices in-his wife's nursing is thus
Richardson's portrayal of an ideal, mutually-supportive parenting style.
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Thus, the G.s embark on another journey together: to Grandison-hall, this time
with their "marmouset" in tow. When they arrive, Harriet reports that Lady G.is "one of
the most obliging of wives, tenderest of mothers, and amiable of nurses" (7: 412). Lady
G., however, is not at all unrecognizable: she is still, according to Harriet, vivacious and
saucy. Jocelyn Harris argues, however, that Lady G. is unrecognizable, and that "scenes
meant to show the shrewish Charlotte Grandison in her tamed state are simply not
convincing" ("The Reviser Observed" 1).The reason, however, that Lady G.'s
"tameness" is unconvincing is because she is not intended to be tame. She is still lively;
witty; by no means a "proper lady"; and more rhetorically powerful than ever.It is after
her final arrival at Grandison-hall that she finds and finishes a letter Harriet has been
writing to Mrs. Shirley:
It was with difficulty I procured a sight of this Letter.No wonder. You see
how freely [Harriet] has treated me in it.I told her, it never would be
finished, if I did not finish it for her. Her excuse is, Sir Charles's absence,
and that you, madam, charged her not to write by every post, lest an
accidental omission should make you uneasy.-Ungrateful for indulgence
given! (7: 417)
This passage demonstrates not only that Lady G.'s voice is as powerful as ever, but also
that she has returned to her virtue: here, she uses her characteristic wit and vivacity to
criticize Harriet for her selfish silence. Later that month, Lady G.again criticizes
Harriet's letters; before reporting praises of her own husband, Lady G. writes that Harriet
is so distracted by Clementina that she no longer reports praises of Sir Charles. Lady G.
continues, "I suppose she looks upon his praises now, to be her own. ... But Harriet used
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to praise herself formerly; Did she not, uncle Selby? (7: 437-438). Here, as she has
throughout the novel, Lady G. teases Harriet for her perceived pride, but she also
expresses her own virtue: as she praises the husband she has come to love, Lady G.
censures Harriet, who has emotionally distanced herself from Sir Charles, ultimately
thwarting her own chance at a companionate marriage. Lady G., on the other hand, has
lost neither her facetiousness nor her virtue and has therefore become happy in
matrimony and maternity. As Harriet reports the novel's final image of Lady G.to Mrs.
Shirley:
Lady G. is a charming nurse.She must be extraordinary in whatever she
does.... It would delight you to hear her sing to [her child], and to see
her toss it about. Such a Setting-out in matrimony; who would have
expected Charlotte to make such a wife, mother, nurse !-Her brother is
charmed with her. He draws her into the pleasantry that she loves; ...
and Lord G.fares the better for their vivacity. (7: 460)
The final image of Lady G., then, is of a virtuous wife and mother whose goodness
depends upon the steadfastness of her personality-and whose "vivacity" lives on.
Lady G.is thus the Richardsonian miracle: a woman who manages to embrace her
own identity while simultaneously embracing a husband and, ultimately, a child. This is
no small thing; while other independent women of the eighteenth century, Mary Poovey
argues, purchased their autonomy "at the cost of either social ostracism or personal denial
of inadmissible aspects of [themselves]" (The Proper Lady 35), Lady G. is able to retain
her witty pre-marital personality while being a model wife; moreover, the preservation of
her personality helps ensure that she is a good wife and mother. Lady G.'s playful raillery
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of her Lord may at first seem cruel, yet her marital laughter finally allows her to enjoy
being married. Most virtuous of all, she eventually manages to make Lord G., and 300
years of readers, laugh along with her.
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